Bomb semre
upd ate
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
News Editor

Swastikas and sexist insults such
as "slut," "bitch" and "fucking
whore"were scrawled on the walls
of the stairwells in Foss early Tuesday. "Cocksucker,""Dick,""Greece
Lightning" and a picture of a
woman drawn on the mirror with
the word ugly above it were among
other slurs on the walls of Foss,
according to Foss Hall President
Jodie Schwartz '96.
Sometime between 1and 2 a.m.
the anti-Semitic and sexist slanders
were written m dry erase marker
and signed aliases such as "Jimmy
the Greek" and "Jalapeno," according to Drew Serbin '94, head resident of Foss.
There were also rebuttals to the
vandalism written on the wall encouraging students, not to tolerate
the slanderous nature of the comments. The vandalism was discovered around 3 a.m. by residents of
Foss. Security was called and the
Deans' office was notified, according to Serbin. No one has been implicated or has claimed responsibility for the vandalism yet,
It didn t seem to be a situation
where any individuals were targeted,"said Serbin. "It seems sort of

random.
Ezra Fowler '96 wrote a letter to
the residents of Foss urging them
not to take the issue lightly. "It is a
threat to your security and safety as
students of Colby College,"said the
letter. "Act out!"
Dean of Students Joyce
McPhetres saw the hall around 11
a.m., after the vandalism had been
washedoff. TheDeans'officeis looking into who is responsible for the
vandalism so they may discuss the
issue with the student, according to
McPhetres.
"We are very concerned," said
McPhetres. "The residence halls
should be places where people can
feel comfortable and safe. We are
concerned at anything that would
make people feel otherwise."
"Such an attack is unacceptable
in our community and is to be condemned," said a letter issued by
Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger.
"Wewillnot tolerate theassailing of
other swith hu rtful ,hostile language
and symbols."
An emergency hall meeting was
called in Foss on Tuesday night to
discuss the issue. Over 60 people
were present and President Bill Cotter, faculty associate of Foss, was Banners were hung on the Student Center as
invited, but declined to come at the part of a protest against the Foss grafitti.
See DEFACE on page 14.

Brown appears in ABC News segment
work as part of
the "Take Our
Daughters to
Work" program,
which was sponsored by the Ms.
Foundation. The
program was intended to build
self-confidence
and self-esteem in
young girls before they reach
their adolescent
years. The boys
spent the day
learning why it
courtesy of Harvard Univ. Press. wasimportant for
girls to have this
Lyn Mikel Brownand Carol Gilligan. .
special opportunity ana aiso experiencing what it is like to be a girl
BY EMILY CHAPMAN
every single day and to feel left out.
StaffWriter
!MIMMMW «-__MyHHHHM _m-_H-__H_---M
Brown was interviewed by ABC
Kate Buck for Carol
reporter
AssociateProfessorof Education
Lyn Mikel Brown appeared on ABC Simpson of ABC news because of
Nightly News during "The Ameri- Brown's research and interest in
can Agenda" segment on April 27. girls'psychologyand development.
The focus of the piece, by Carol Additionall y, a book written by
Simpson,was the Ms. Foundation's Brown was of interest in tho seg"Take Our Daughters to Work" ini- ment "because the basis of our book
was part of the justification "for both
tiative.
Last Wednesday schools across the "Take Our Daughters to Work"
the nation were encouraged to ex- day and theages thatweretargcted,
cuse all girls aged 9-15 to accom- according to Brown. Brown's book,
pany their mothers or fathers to "Meeting at the Crossroads," was

co-written with Carol Gilligan, a
Professor at the Graduate School of
Education at Harvard University,
and is a book about girls, their journeys through adolescence and their
relationships with women.
Brown was asked about the findings of the book, why the girls
struggle and how the loss of their
voices can be prevented . "A good
deal of the struggle has to do with
coming of age in a culture that
doesn't value that voice," she said,
referring to the outspokenness of
the younger girls—aged eight and
nine-r-in the news piece.
Brown has a friend who is involved with the Ms. Foundation
who forewarned her that ABC might
call her to' discuss thd book. "The
connection wasn't surprising,"said
Brown. "But I was pleasantly surprised to be able to talk with them .
I think the issue is really important.
That's what I was most concerned
about, that the issue be well-represented."
She was pleased that girls arc
finally getting the attention they
need, thanks in part to the recent
American Association of University
Women [AAUW] report on girls in
school and the Ms. Foundation.It is
important to encourage girls to reSee BROWNon page 14.
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It fcafr been over a month :
since the.MaxchSbottxb
scare,
and a. of yet no oitehas been
Implicated. The bomb threat,
which was called in at 9 &m,
(mm a pbone o« campus,
caw&d maj or disruption of
classes in the Mudd, Keyes
an4 Arey btiikfoggs.
"We s«spect it was a s-tadeflfcat staff/ said Goodman*
*Wefiave spoken to about 30
people,Some yo« might call
suspects, but moist were |«st
wit nesses wh o we hoped
Wou ld help lis pinpoint the
caller/r
As of yet, no analysis has
been doiteonthe voiceof the
caller,which was recorded by
ihe' 911 operato,.
Ve
^ haven't <!on<? that y e,t
b«t w ehaven't ruled it out as
a possibility either/ sai d
Goodman. "We still hope to
identify the person, but We
may not be able to,I guess we
See B&MBonpa g e24,

Committee wrap-up

committee has not yet made any
decisions regarding this issue and
StaffWriter
will discuss it more next year.
Other topics that the EPC may
The school year is winding to a discuss next year include whether
close and the various committees or not excused absences from class
are wrapping up matters for the needto be determined by the Dean's
year. Here is a summary of what a Office, rather than by individual
few of the committees have done professors, according to McArthur.
this year and what they plan to do Also, they will discuss the possibilnext year:
ity of requiring first-year seminars,
whether there is a need for a required course on race and culture
and if the date for withdraw/passing
should be moved forward.
The Educational Policy Committee [EPC] has had a "very busy"
year, according to Dean of Faculty
Bob McArthur,who heads the committee. They dealt with the issue
regarding religiousholidaysand the
possibility of committee equalizaSome of the foremost issues distion, a proposal which was tabled at cussed this year by the Campus
a recent faculty meeting. They ap- Community Committee, headed by
proved a minor in philosophy and President Bill Cotter, were Project
discussed the issue of grade infla- Inward and the need to strengthen
tion at Colby, according to understandingofminoriticson camMcArthur.
pus. Alsodiscussed was thcissueof
"There is some data that sug- religious symbols on campus. A
gests that grade inflation is a prob- subcommittee was formed to dea l
lem at Colby," said McArthur. He specifically with this issue, which
said that while about SOtf students will resume the next school year,
at Colby made the Dean's List for according to Cotter.
the '87-'88 school year, closo to 800
"Almost all of [the issues disstudents made the list this year. The cussed this year] will be continuing
See COMMITTEE on p age 14.

BY ELIZABETH HERBERT

Educational
Policy Committee

Campus
Community
Committee

crease in funding is The
Response.
"They were given lots
of money this year and
they did nothing with it,"
said Barry.
'Ithinkanactivitiesfee
would be beneficial and it
would take a lotof the burden off of the school to
fund activities^'said Barry,
about waysto raise money
to fund social activities.
(J.P.)

Stu-A
muot uarry '»_ ..
Echop i ephoto
solos on
Club Budgets Last Day of
Loudness
for 1993-4

"[Security] wasn t going to sign
party forms in the halls," said
Higgins. "It was this or nothing. It's
the best thing possible worked out
between Stu-A and Security."
. Student bands The Inflatable
Dads, The Balding Cotters and BM
Nation will perform in addition to
several off-campus bands, according to new Stu-A Social Chair
Michael T.Miller '95. Studentswill
be able to pick up sub sandwiches
in Dana for lunch, and Roberts and
Foss will remain open for athletes.
All dining halls will close for dinner,and there will be a barbequeon
the Dana lawn,according to Miller.
"I think it's a good idea because
it will make it easier on Security
and most importantly it will bring
Colby together for a great party,"
said Miller. (W.G.)

What about
those
substance free
lounges?

Havethesubstancefreelounges
promised
to us gone the way of
There will be no spontaneous or
The Student Association [Stu- plannedparties allowed on the Last cable? They were supposed to be
A] funds over 50 clubs, according Day of Loudness,according to Stu- completedbythefirstweekof April,
tonextyear'sStu-ATreasurerEUiot dent Association [Stu-A] President according to Dean of Housing Paul
Barry '94. Of these 50 clubs, the BillHiggins'93.However^students Johnston. This is not the case. But
vast majority of them will beeither may register kegs withStu-Aafcany do not be too quick to criticize the
receiving some increases in their time, provided that the kegs are college; the blame seems to lie on
funding next year or staying at the tapped in the Stu-A area on the the companies which produce the
funding level they are at this year. Dana Lawn. Up to 40 kegs can be goods needed to complete the
One club that will be getting a de- registered at the Stu-A party, ac- lounges. The furniture for the substance free lounges was supposed
cording to Higgins.

to arrive in the first weekof April,
as were the security mounts forthe
televisions and VCRs,according to
Johnston. The furniture did not arrive until April 23,and the security
mounts have yet to arrive.
"For all intentsive purposes
the lounges have been substance
free since January," said Johnston.
"I don't know what the practice of
theindividual commonshavebeen.
When [the furniture and television
mounting unit companies] tell us a
deliverydate,wepass that directly
on to you. The problem is really
with the delivery of materials."
Johnston expects the loungesto
becompleteby theend of this week
or the beginning of next week, except for somewall coveringswhich
will be added this summer. (W.G.)

Parking ban
passes

the new Lunder House, according
to Dean of the College Earl Smith.
The ban on Mayflower Hill Drive
was requestedby the College,while
the ban on the intersection was at
the request of the City, according to
Waterville Chief of Polite Bruce
Goodman. (W.G.)

Janice Seitzinger. Echof i l ephoto

The parking ban ordinance,
which was voted on for the third
and final time last week at City
Council, has been passed. The ban
will make parking on Mayflower
Hill Drive from Mary Low to the
tennis courts illegal, and the triangularintersectionof MayflowerHill
Drive and Armstrong Road will
become a tow away zone, according to the ordinance.
The ordinance will become effective around May 16, according
Arlene Strahan of the Waterville
Clerks Office. The loss of parking
on the roads will be compensated
for by the parking in the lot outside

Janice ties the
knot

That's right folks: Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger is getting
married.Seitzinger will wed onJune
12 in New Hampshire. The groom
to be is Colby graduate Larry
Kassman '69, according to
Seitzinger. Kassman is a physician
at the Mid-Maine Medical Center
herein Waterville.Thetwoareplanning a small, quiet wedding and
will return to Waterville to set up
house together, according to
Seitzinger. (W.G.)
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Presid ents ' Council Minutes
28 April 1993

I. Attendance
Absent(excused): Tolbert, Green .Derrick
Absent(unexcused): Henrickson

I
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Il.Special Speakers/ All Campus Reports
. A. Kendra King: She explained the procedures and rules of President's Council. Any questions, please talk to her.
B.Bonnie explainedaboutcommittees. As Stu-A VP, she is in charge ofappointing students to All-Campus Committees. She encouraged toapply to ihe smaller
committees because your chances are better to be placed on them , then on a larger one.The applications are in last weeks Echo. They are due by this Friday, 7
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III. Chair Reports
A. I-Play: Gary explained that he wanted an I-Play Bulletin Board for each commons. He also wants to establish a Dorm Cup instead of a Commons Cup.
He is open to suggestions, and will keep everyone updated.
B .Social: Mike talked about some of his plans for next year. HE would like lo see a Sadie Hawkins dance, Pajama Party, and comedians. His main purpose
is to get campus social life up. .
'
p rsii-iimi"
D. Treasurer Elliott explained his position and job. He is in charge of allocating funds for all clubs.
. E. Publicity Assistant: Jess is working with Mike lo publicize Last Day of Loudness.
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IV. Old Business
A. Hall Contract: There have been a number ofchanges lo ihe Hall Contract; Basically an equal number ofelected leaders will vote on Hall Council. However,
President'sCouncil has many questions, such as will housing probation be imposed by tlie Dean'sOffice for party and/or quiet hour violations, distinct separation
between quiet hour iand party violations, and emphasis more on respeel not party violations. A committee has been formed of President's Council members lo
address these questions further witli Jainice and Joyce, and will report back lo President's Council.BRING BACK TO HALLS FOR A VOTE!!!
B. Committee Equalization :Faculty has tabled the '92-'93 President's Council's proposal. This issue will be brought back up again by die '93-'94 President's
Council.
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V. New Business
A. Restructuring Hall Council: Jenn Wolff has proposed that ail chairs on the hall level be removed. Their responsibilities will be handed over to the Hall
President and VP(s). This would give the President and VP(s) additional power and responsibility within ihe residence hall. Those halls with a high number
of residents would haveaproportionate increase in the number of VP(s), which can be determined at a later dale. By eliminating chairs, students would be involved
witli all aspects of residential life , and would improve communication and Common's effectiveness. These changes would lake effect beginning in die fall of
1993-94 academic year. BRING BACK TO HALLS FOR DISCUSSION!!!!
B. Last Day of Loudness: Mike is busy planning this event to be held on Dana lawn all day. You can register kegs in the Student Center on Monday, Tuesday,
or Wednesday.
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We buy back books every day

Open weekda ys 10-7, Fri. & Sat. 10-9 , Sun,^ 12-5
»-

10 Railroad Sq., Waterville 872-0939
The Little Bookstore That Could
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Fire rages through, Hauss resigns and
the Fieldhou.se
leaves Colby in a
On August 28, 1992 a fire which was deter- lurch
mined to include a "human element/' caused over
$2 million worth of damage to the athletic complex, according to a press release. 'The fire chief
expressed that if the buildings had had sprinklers,
the damage would have been less severe/' said Ed
Hershey,former director of Communications.Most
of the damage was done to the squash courts,
weight rooms, press box and basketball court.

In the eleventh
hour

Prospective students who are "on the margin "
will no longer receive the same need-blind evaluation in the admissionsprocess,according to Dean
ofAdmissionsParkerBeverage. The policy,which
is new this year, will have no dramatic effect on
the admissions process other than a few "eleventh
hour"decisions to waitlist "on the margin"candidates who have applied for financial aid, according to Beverage. "On the margin" refersto those
candidates who are less qualified or may not
receive admission under normal circumstances,
according to Beverage.

Parker t akes a
quick vacation
Student Association [Stu-A] Social
Chair Scott Parker '93
briefly resignedTftitt.
his position on Stu-A,
only to be reinstated
that same week in
early October. Parker
was having trouble
handling the arrangements for all the StuGcnujnep n u u r.A social events alone.
Scott Parker '93
Andrew Milgram '96
was brought in to assist Parker. "[Stu-A] decided
that basically he just needed help," said Director
of Student Activities Tullio Nieman. "I think he
agreed that he was getting inundated with work
and needed some help."

Student nailed for
Butler fire

Simon Walter '93was implicated in the investigation of the fire which bumed in East Quad on
Halloween night. Walter was placed on permanent disciplinary probation, given 12 hours of
community service and fined 25 percent of the
cost of repairs (estimated at at least $300) for
setting the head of a mule costume on fire in the
bathroom of Butler, according to Associate Dean
of Students Mark Serdjenian. Dean of Students
Janice Seitzinger asked the Judicial Board to reconsiderits decision. "[She fel t that] more weighty
sanctions are needed/' said Serdjenian.

On Monday, October 19 Government
Professor Charles
"Chip" Hauss officially tendered his resignation to President
Bill Cotter. Hauss had
admittedto allegations
of "inappropriate and
unwanted sexual
touching" of another
faculty memberearlier
in the year, according
Echo file photo
to a Colby spokesperChi p Hauss
son.
- Hauss had agreed to terms set forth by Cotter in
a letter stating that "if there is any recurrence of
this sort of behavior toward any Colby employee
or student, your postition as a tenured professor
will be immediately terminated."
Neither Dean of Faculty Bob McArthur nor
former Director of Commimications Ed Hershey
would say whetherHauss'resignation was due to
the events of the spring before or whether Hauss
had violated the terms of Cotter's letter.

FBI investigates
bomb threat
At 9 a.m. on Friday April 2nd, a bomb threat
was called into the Waterville 911 control center
warningthat a bomb was going to detonate in one
of the science bfiildings at 11 a.m., according to
Seargeant Massey of the Waterville Police Department. Students and faculty in the Mudd, Keyes
and Arey buildings were evacuated by 10:45 a.m.,
interupting tests, admissions tours and several
lab sections, according to Professor of Chemistry
Wayne Smith. No one claimed responsibility, nor
was anyone willing to speculate on a motive.

Alfond donates
Megabucks
Harold Alfond,
overseer and honorary
alumnus '80 of Colby,
donated $3million this
November to rebuild
the athletic complex
which was damaged
by the August fire.
Alfond specified that
the gift must be
ma tched in five year by
the trustees,according
Echo file photo to former Director of
__
Harold Alfond
Communications lid
Hershey. "This is a beautiful gift because any
student who is at all interested in recreation will
be able to benefit from the gift ," said Director of
Athletics Dick Whitmore.

Coming out at Colby

Echo filephoto
The rainbow f l a g flew with the American Flag to
mark the f i f t h anniversary of National Coming
Out Day on October 11, 1992. Colby celebrated
with a panel discussion , movie showings, a dance
and a candle light vigiL <{[Coming Out Week is
about] asking people to re-evaluate their
stereotypes and accept gays, lesbians and
bisexuals as their friends and families, " said Ned
Brown 9
' 3.

Bugs in Bob's
Bugs infected the Chaplin and JohnsorTdining
halls,requiring a special fogging over the Thanksgiving break, according to Mary Attenweiler, director of Dining Services. The bugs apparently
got in through the food supplies carried into the
halls,but Attenweiler stated that health problems
were not an issue. "[The insects] shouldn't pose a
health risk whatsoever," said Attenweiler. "The
operations are clean."

'
Echof i l ephoto
Nonalcoholic lounges were due f o r completion in
each commons by the first week in Ap ril,
according to Dean of Housing Paul Johnston ,
this on e, in Pep p er, still remains to be completed.

College wants to
rid Spa of games
The administration considered removing or
limiting the number of games in the Joseph Spa to
cut down on noise and disturbance in the area .
The games disrup t faculty eating in the Spa,
misrepresent Colby to prospective students and
portray women violently, according to Administrative Vice President Arnie Yasinski and Dean of
Students Janice Seitzinger. President Cotter suggested replacing the pool tables and video games
with chess and checkers, according to Cotter.

Chapel comes
under crossfire

Parker gets
grounded

Religious holiday
policy attacked.

The cross on top of
Lorimer Chapel, as
well as several other
religious symbols
throughout campus,
came under the scrutiny of a newly
formed ad-hoc committee. The committee was formed in
early March in response to "issues that
lorimer Chap el EchofUephoto
have been raised in
recent monthsconcerning religious symbols which
reflect only our Christian heritage," said President Bill Cotter. The committeeset about tiying to
determine a set of guidelines for religious images
and the placement of such images throughout
campus, as well as trying to determine whether
the cross was politically correct, as it is used for
non-religious events, according to committee
member Bonnie Johnson '94. The committee later
decided not to recommend the removal of the
cross, but that it would furthur investigate the
issue of religious symbolism protocol.

Student Association [Stu-A] Social Chair Scott
Parker '93was not allowed to attend the National
Association of CampusActivities [NACA] conferencein Februaryas a disciplinarymeasure. Parker
was disciplined for tapping a keg after a Stu-A
party had been shut down, according to Stu-A
President Bill Higgins '93.
Hewas put on party probation whichmeanshe
can no longer sign the forms for the parties he
plans "He just crossed the line one too many
times," said Higgins "I didn't think it was fair to
reward him." the Stu-A social fund was close to
drained before the Winter Carnival which, despite a good turn out,failed to rejuvinate the fund.

Controversy erupted over the administration's
policy regarding the observance of religiousholidayssuch as Yom Kippur and Passover. Students
met in an all campus forum on October 5,1992 to
address the adininistration's unwillingness to
cancel classes on Yom Kippur, according to Bill
Charron '93.
Students requested that:"l. the faculty must
provide written or recorded notes for those who
chose not to attend classes. 2. All exams and
papers scheduled for Wednesday/October 7 will
be postponed with no penalty to the students,"
according to the proposal sent to the administration by Presidents'Council. Facultywere encouraged to follow the suggestionsof the studentsand
the issue was put on the agenda for the following
Campus Community Committee meetings, according to a memo from Dean of Faculty Bob
McArthur.

Students March
on Washington
Thirty students and two Colby faculty members participated in the March on Washington for
gay, lesbian and bisexual Rights. Colby joined as
many as 1.5million others as they mached the one
mile route through Washington D.C. "It was
wonderful to see so much positive energy in the
air and such a true embrace of difference and
diversity," said Sarah Willie, visiting istructor of
Sociology and Anthropology.

Stu-A Cultural
Chair resigns.
On Friday, October 9 Student Association [Stu-A] Cultura l Chair Karen
Laidley '93 resigned
from her position.
"She said she had
no motivation for the
job,"said BillHiggins
'93, Stu-A president.
"She didn't feel like
being in the Stu-A of*»*
**>/*
>
Karvn Laidley
fice. I don't know if
from
last
year."
that stemmed
Laidley,who hadbeenStu-A vice president the
year before, agreed that she was burned out and
unmotivated. "We thought that stuff was in the
works, and nothing really materialized ," said
Higgins.r "I question why she even ran [for cultural chair]. Tha t screws 1,600 people."
Jule Gourdeau '93 was installed as the new
Cultural Chair shortly after October break.

Proj ect Inward
takes off.

Project Inward,the
brainchild of Student
Association [Stu-A]
President Bill Higgins
'93, kicked off in February. The series of
three dorm dinnersaccompaniedby talks on
racism, homophobia
and sexism were
scheduled for one
Echof i l ephoto Thursday night each
„.. . 9
„.„ Higgins
',ao
3
Bitt
month, according to
Higgins. "[The idea] was born out of the frustration of hearing that Colby never does anything,
that all we do is sit on committees,"said Higgirte.
"We are not promising answers to all questions or
even cures, but we wanted to show that this
student government covers all issues, not just
social events."

Students rally for
committee
equalization

J-Board acquits
student of sexual
assault
PaulFroio 93wasacquitted of charges of sexual
assault and allegedly compelling a Tufts University sophomore to perform oral sex on him. Froio
declined to defend himself at the April 8 Judicial
Board [J-Board] hearing, as it would allow his
accuser to identif y hintand press charges in a state
orfederalcourt,accordingtoRichardBardi,Froio's
lawyer. The alleged victim asked that Froio be
expelled from Colby, but J-Board returned a verdict of not-guilty.The recomendation of the Board
was upheld by the Dean's Office, according to
Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger.

Colby m flames

Fires broke out in Mary Low, Robert s and
Miller Library the first week of April. The Robert's
and library fires "clearly had a human element
involved," said Director of Safety and Security
John Frechette. No one was implicated nor did
A Committee Reorganization Proposal, which anyone claim responsibilty for the fires,according
calls for the equalization of the number of admin- to Frechette.
istrators, faculty and students in each committee,
was brought before the faculty in March. Student i u i\\iii vir\wwm*mmmTrf *mf mm *Kimmtrm ™rmmmrmm *rrmmmmvrmmmmmmmmm>
Association [Stu-A] President Bill Higgins '93
stressed that the goal of the proposal was not
equal voting power, but equal representation on
the committees. Facultywere reluctant to pass the
measure, according to Dean of Faculty Bob
McArthur.
"I'm concerned that this is the beginning of the
erosion of the negligible power the faculty has,
especially on the EPC [Educational Policy Committee]," said Priscilla Doel, associate professor of
romance languages and literature. "Students
should have input in social matter, but not academic matter." The issue has been tabled until a
new committee can address the issue next year,
according to President Bill Cotter ,

fabulous year!
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How many religions can you fit on one chapel?
BY JASON PHILLIPS
StaffWriter

Symbols of other religions maybe joinin g
the cross on top of the chapel.
The Religious Symbols Committee met
on May 3 to formulate a proposal of suggestions for resolving the controversy surrounding the cross on Lorimer Chapel. At their last
meeting,theyrecommendedto leavethecross
on the chapel alone and to exp lore ways to
display religious symbols on campus.
If symbols are to be
added to the
chapel, they
could
be
most prominently displayed in the
12 recesses
within the
facade of the
chapel below
the
cross. Members of the
committee
suggested
that
the
Colby seal
be included in the symbols on the front of the
chapel to represent those students who do
not affiliate themselves with any religion.
Among those who expressed some dissatisfaction with the addition of symbols to the
chapel were some Christians. The chapel is
seen by some to be a place of Christian worship and placing other religious symbols on
it would be offensive.
"I wish we had another two weeks to
discuss this so we could get more people
involved ." said Faisel Zaman '95. The religious symbol committee members agree that
they may not be able to please everyone by
adding these symbols to the chapel facade,
but by doing so the college will be able to
show its reli gious inclusiveness.
As our curriculum is expanding in the
field of religious studies, our architecture
must expand as well, according to the committee. If symbols are added to the chapel,

they must not appear as a "token"
gesture, so the committee is recommending that there be education about the various religions
whose symbols are displayed
there.
"I think that having the faculty
represented on the committeewas
important," said Zaman.
By adding these symbols, the
college will be recognizing the
change in religious diversity that
is happening at
Colby. The antiSemitic acts that
have occurred on
campus in the past
weeks show that
more education
about, religious diversity is needed.
Education about
thevarious religions
represented on campus is important,but
it is also important
to celebrate the religious diversity at
Colby, according to
the
committee.
Members of the committee suggested
that there be an annual celebration
of the various religions followed
oncampus.Thecelebrationswould
involve both students and faculty.
The committee closed its discussions for this year at the May 3
meeting. They are scheduled to
reconvene in the fall.
"Other people who have views
about this subject should feel free'to come to the committee meetLone cross, but not f o r long.
ings," said Zaman. "We need to
get more people represented."
"[I was pleased to see that] the committee tain a history of the committee and its discusstarted with many different opinions and sions. The official proposal is that the cross on
some misunderstandings and we came to a the chapel remain because it represents
consensus," said President Bill Cotter. The Colby's architectural past and that by adding
committee is going to put together a proposal symbols to the chapel the present reality of
that is to be submitted to the Campus Com- Colby's religious diversity can be represented.
munity Committee. The proposal will con-
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lege will be rec~
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Echo f i l ephoto.

"I was pleased with the results of the
committee" said Cotter.
"I think it was an effective way to get the
conversation started," said committee member Trez Kearney '94. "We need to find a way
to get the Colby communittee informed and
involved." ?

CLASSIFIED
Heading for EUROPE this summer? Only $169!! Jel there
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT - Make money teaching
anytime for only $ 169 with AIRHITCH! (Reported in Let's Go! basic conversational English abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Make
& NY Times.) CALIFORNIA - $129 each-way.
$2,OOO-$4,O0O+ per month. Many provide room &.board + other
benefits! No previous training or teaching certificate required.
AIRHITCH® 212-854-2000
For International Employment program, call the International
MARKETING/CAMPUS REPS NEEDED
Employment Group: (206) 632-1146 ext. 15069
THE PRINCETON REVIEW, the nation's leading test prep
company, seeks highly motivated , well organized and
Instructors Wanted. The Princeton Review is looking for bright ,
extremely personabl e self-starters lo serve as part-time onenthusiasticpeople to leach SAT Courses throughout NH <& ME
campus marketing representatives. Put your marketing skills
High Scores a must. $ 14/Iiour. Please send a resume including
and creativity to work. Competitive pay and many other
standardi zed test scores to :The Princeton Review, 1330 Beacon
valuable incentives. Call Michael at 1-800-447-0254.
St. Suite 351, Drookline, MA 02146 or Fax lo (617) 277-6727.
Local Interviews Start Immediately.
CRUISE SHU'S NOW HIRING - Earn up to $2,000Wmonth
+ world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,
SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT
Summer and Career employment available. No experience
EARN $2500-3500 AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE. National
necessary. For employment program call:
campaign positions to renew tlie Gean Water Act , promote
1-206-634-0468 ext. C5069
comprehensive recycling, and stop offshore oil drilling. Avail
able in Portland , 22 states and D.C. Campus Intrvws: 4/15.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Call Jamie toll free: 1-800-75-EARTH
Fisheries. Earn $600+/weck in canaries or $4,000+/montli on
INTERE STED IN FILM OR VIDEO?
fishing boats, Free transportation! Room & Board !Over 8,000
IF YOU II AVE A CAMERA , WE ARE LOOKING FOR
openings. No experience necessary. Male or Female, For
STUDENTSTO MAKE A VIDEO OF YOUR LOCAL AREA.
employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5069
WE WILL PAY YOU $500 FOR 2 TO 3 DAYS OF WORK.
INTERNATIONA L EMPLOYMENT
FOR INFORMATION CALLC.D. PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Make money teaching basic conversational Englisliabrond
M-F 9-5 (617) 332-9606
and Taiwan, make up to $2,000-$4,000+per month. Many
provide room &. board + other benefits! NO previous (raining or Business Opportunity for outgoing college student. The
teaching ccrificatc required. For International Employment
Carpathian Importing Company is seeking « representative to
program, call the International Employment Group:
display and sell its line of uni quel y beautiful , liandknit wool
(206) 632-1146 ext. J5069
sweaters. Interested? Call (617) 455-8583 ask for Tom.
SUMMER APARTMENTS
2, 3, AND 4 BEDR OOMS (A H OU SE)
CLOSE TO COLBY-- WALKING AND BIKING DISTANCE
VERY REA SONABLE
MORRI ONE 872-6936»TOM X3152 « NANCY X3173
NATIONS #1 DATING HOTMNE
All Lifestyles CALL NOW !1-900-820-1260 Ext. 4049» $2.99 min

Looking for nn apa rtment near Doston for the summer? One
(1) bedroom in large, 3 bedroom apartment near Porter &
Davis Squares in Somcrville, MA is available to sublet for
June-Jul y-August, Convenient to Cambrid ge, Boston, etc. On
Street parking. $400/month , plus utilities.Sharc with 2 recent
college grads; prefer female, non-smoker.
Contact Laura at (617) 623-2749 or (617) 493-9276
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10 oz. GROUNDCHUCK wi th CHEESti,
DACON, LETTUCE, TOMATO, ONIONS,
*
and RUSSIAN DRESSING * $6.25

Whose got the bes t nachos?
We Do!
LOBSTER RAVIOLI PRIMAVERA

Appetizer - $3.95
Dinner - $8.95

PASTA SALAD WITH PESTO (WARM .
With Veggies - $4.95
Wtih Cashews - $5.50
GREEK fGARLIC ROA STED CASHEWS . PIZZA

Pesto Sauce , Tomatoes, Greek Olives, Sun Dried
Tomatoes, Red Peppers, Cashews, Topped with
Feta Cheese.
12" - $11.50
15" - $16.99
LEMON TARRAGON CHICKEN

Served with Salad and Potato - $5.95
ana __--amm__¦>____-_--____¦__¦
tmmmmm ^m
mmm¦__¦¦_¦__¦__ -mmmmm
mtmmmmmm ^mtmmmmm

Bring in your friends for some Homemade Coffee & Dessert.
•Hazelnut Cappucino Cake
•Lemon Mousse Tort
•Brownie Sundae and More...

SEmA XE IJMTH )EDITION I
1LEASE FOR
1/
/ %J 36 MONTHS.

I

NX 1600

I

I

1 rf_ l i LEASE FOR
JLW 36 MONTHS .

240SX COUPE
/ . /.l %LEASEFOR
&sd£sB
i%J 36 MONTHS.

No Down Payment

The Nissan College Graduate Purchase Plan.

One look at tlie deals on this page and you 'll forget about that weekend you spen t tang led in microfilm instead of doing the tango at the tailgate
par ty before last year's homecoming game.
Because, if you 've worked hard, graduated in the past 12 months and are employed , or you 're about to graduate and have a job lined up, you're
eligible for Nissan's College Graduate Purchase Plan?
You can drive the Nissan® Sentra® XE Limited Edition, which includes air conditioning, an AM/FM stereo cassette, cruise control and an optional
driver-side airbag at no additional cost for just $175 a month. Or how about the fun-to-drive NX*1600, with a driver-sideairbag, for only $180 a
month? Or if you really want to dominate the road, you can get into a sleek, sporty Nissan 240SX ® Coupe, equipped with a Dolby® AM/FM stereo
cassette and advanced multi-link rear suspension, for an incredible $225 a month. And all these deals are yourswith no down payment That's right
Grea t cans, low monthly payments and no down payment—just for going to school and getting a job! It s all finally starting to make sense, isn't it?
j rf f f i m m
-
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It 's time to exp ect morefrom a car:'

SEE YOUR NEAREST NI SSAN DEALER TODAY.
' • Limi ted time offer on .pedal purchase or tease plan. « Customer must be a four- year graduate (BA.BS) from on accr edited U.S. four-year college or graduate school (Masters /Doctorate) within the last 12 months or provide university confirmation of upcoming
gradua tion within 90 days from the contract. Three-year Registered Nurse degrees (ON) also qualify. • Must show verifiable proof of current employment or verifiable proof of job offer and salary witli emplo yment beginning wllliin 90 days of the contract date. • Vehicle
paymen t/lease payment to Income ratio must be 15% or less of gross monthly income. • Mo derogatory credit. • Proof of insurance. Payment ol JI 75.00 for a 36-month closed-end lease of a 1993 Sentra XE limited Edition 5-Speed with driver-side airbag, model
1122153,1180.00 lor a 36-month closed-end lease of a 1993 NX 1600 5-Spced , model (I11153, $225.00 for a 36-mo nth closed-end lease ol a 1993 240SX Coupe 5-Speed, model #26153. Payment based on $12,224.O0(Sentra XE Limited Edition), $12,170,00(NX 1600),
J15 ,33S.00(240SX) M.S.R.P., Includin g destination charges , less $604.40 (Sentra XD Limited Edition), $705.71 (NX 1600), $773,90 (240SX) required dealer disc ount. Actual capitalized cost of $11,969,60 (Sentra XE Limited Edition), $11 ,814.29 (NX 1600). $14,911,10
(240SX) Includes a $350,00 nonrefundable acquisition lee, Taxes , registra tion , title , Insurance , op tions and locally required equipment not Included In lease payment and may be payable on consu mmation , $350.00 (Sentra XE Limited Edition), $380.00 (NX
1600), $450.00 (240SX) INITIAL PAYMENT REQUIRED AT CONSUMMATION [INCLUDES $175,00 (Sentra XE Limited Edition) , $180.00 (NX 1600), $225,00 (240SX) FIRST MONTH'S PAYMENT,.$175.00 (Sentra XE limited Edition), $200,00 (NX 160O), $225.00
(240SX) SECURITY DEPOSIT1. Total monthly payments $6,300.00 (Sentra XE limited Edition), $6,480.00 (NX 1600), $8,100.00 (240SX). Purchase option may be available at the end ol the lease lor a purchase price of $7,089.92 (Sentra XE Limi ted Edition), $6,693.50
(NX 1600), $8,587,60 (240SX), plus applicable sales tax. Limited-time offer available only through participating Nissan dealers to qualified lessees through NMAC subject lo availability. Lessee pays (or maintenance , repairs , and excessive wear and tear as disclosed in
lease agreement , Mileage char ge ol $0.15/mile for mileage over 15,000 per year. Dealer participation may alfect actual cost. Lessee acquires no ownership rights in the lease vehicle if the option to purchase Is nol exercised by payment of the purchase price, Nissan
Motor Corporation U,S.A. Smart people always read the line print. Ami they always wear their seat belli.

$15,000 Watson Fellowship awarded to Colby student s
abroad after graduation and that Georgian politics.
the Fellow cannot be associated
The process that leads to .he Watson is a
with any kind of institution or vigorous one. Any Colby student who is
organization for that year, ac- presently a junior can apply to be one of
cording to Maclntyre. The idea Colby's four candidates for next year early
behind the fellowship is to pro- next fall. Applicants must write a personal
vide an opportunity for a col- statement outlining their project proposal
lege graduate to
and why they
spend a year im! * '^*** ^_WKW_r -WWW'T!*rr*rr* '?^»^^
wantto be conmersed himself
sidered. Then,
w irs^eairthatateire
in a different culdepending on
ture or cultures.
the number of
i& a Mlowsfiip out
There are
app l i c a n t s ,
fifty-twocolleges
Uttx e like litis Utat
there will be a
n
and universities
| comprehen\ im*t&&Mthm&L.u
that each year
sive interview
nominate four
with up to ten
-Asifew N&mk$0$a
*93j faculty
seniorsto be conmemsidered for the
bers from difFellowship with
ferent fields.
sixty-five fellowships being Those chosen to be among the four Colby
granted.Inthetwenty-twoyears nominations enter a field of two-hundred
that Colby has been a part of the and sixteen outstanding candidates from
Watson the-college has never which the sixty-five Watson recipients are
been shut out of the awards, chosen.
according to Maclntyre. Colby,
" It's great that there is a fellowship out
on average, has been granted there like this that isn't traditional," said
'
photo by AriDruker
two Watson's each year.
Brian O'HaUoran '93 and AndrewNemiccolo'93.
Nemiccolo. "It allows students to pursue an
Nemiccolo, ah East Asian individual project that otherwise would not
Studies major,will spend next year in Japan. be pursued."
Fellowship, which was established in 1968 He will examine the relationship between
BYADAM MULLER
"I'm very exited to return to Georgia and
and is one of the most unique scholarships theland,artand peoplealongthefiveGokido
Contributing Writer
continue my work there," said CHalloran.
available, according to Jim Maclntyre, asso- roads that lead to Tokyo.
"Hopefully I will be able to share my experiSeniors Andrew Nemiccolo'93 and Brian ciate profes-rarof German and Russian. Each
CHalloran,a Russian studies maj or,will ences with others so they can benefit as
O'HaUoran'PaareeachrecipientstheSlS^OO recipient receives a grant of $15,000 to go be in Georgia,a republic of the former Soviet well/a
Thomas J. Watson fellowship. Each year toward an individual project with the stipu- Union.He will look atthe role of ethnicity in
Colby nominates four seniors for the Watson lation that the Fellow will spend a full year
p ,
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Graber "grabs"j obs
BY ANDREA KRASKER
Editor

Steven Graber '90 wrote the book on how
to get a job.
Graber not only researches and writes
national and local JobBank books, he also
copy edits and is involved in most aspects of
the books' production as an associate editor
at Bob Adams Incorporated in Holbrook,
Mass.
"I love my job," said Graber. "There is a
lot of variety. It's a relatively small publishing company and because it's small there is
a lot of opportunity to learn the various
aspects of publishing. You feel like you have
a strong amount of input and contact with
everybody in management."
At Colby,Graber was a government major and had no idea he would eventually end
up in publishing. He worked for the Morning Sentinel as a sports writer for a while and
for the Echo as a staff writer and as assistant
sports editor his senior year. Graber also set
up the controversial underground I-Play
league, U-Play.
When he graduated, Graber was unsure
what career path he would follow. 'It took
me a year or soof odd jobs to decide I wanted
to get into publishing," he said.
An internship at a small publishing company in Freeport decided Graber on a career
in publishing. Three months later he saw an

advertisement for an editorial assistant position at Bob Adams. His knowledge of the
JobBank books, which he had used in looking for jobs, and other books the company
publishes, was instrumental in his being
hired.
"(They were] so shocked that I knew
some of the books the company published,"
said Graber.
He went down for an interview and was
hired two days later from a pool of 200
applicants. Now he is responsible for producing thebook which helped him find a job.
"My main job is to put together the job
bank series which includes 20 local job banks
and also the national JobBank which covers
the whole country," said Graber.
TheJobBank series has been around since
the early '80s and is annually updated, according to Graber. It includes lists of all the
employers in an area,broken down by field.
The entries include descriptions of the company and the jobs offered, employee benefits, an address and a person to contact.
There are also sections on resume and cover
letter writing.Recently,internships and professional tradeassociations havebeenadded,
according to Graber.
"We'vegottena lotof positivefeedback,"
said Graber.
Seniors looking for jobs may find some
useful suggestions in the JobBank books,
which are not as yet availablein the Colby
Bookstore.Q

What' s the last tWng you"would like to
say to Colby before graduati on?
Sue Sarno
"Stop dying the pond. Falseappearances
suck."

Richard Taylor
"Thanks Tullio. Keep up the good
work."

Stephanie Crane
"Bring back Woodman's Cave and Vir
gin Vault."

Chris Wilder .
"I came, I saw, ... I kept the blue light
burn i ng !"

We thank you for your business
and wish you the best of luck
in the years to come.
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Downtown Waterville
Where Colby friends meet.
Ludy 21 Pacy '27 Howard '46
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Artsand Entertainment

Things go more than xmmp in the night on WMHB

Echo filephoto

The Bad Boysof 'MHB.

ting going and it is a crazy scene for
such an hour. The request line is
ringing off the hook and Tullio
Nieman has just left the studio after
being interviewed by Paul Fontana
'96.
"We're night peo-ple, Ezra and
me," said Fontana. "We don't hit

BY AMANDA WHITE
Contributing Writer
It is 3 a.m. Most normal people
would be in bed now, but not the
intrepid individuals who have
Friday's early morning radio spot
on WMHB. These folks are just get-

Colby Dancers!risky
ideas and movement
BY AMY KL BORRELL
StaffWriter
-----*---m-*mmm%w^nmmmm^
iMm^-mWmmmm-Wmmnmm ^^^ mmmmmmmmm

Chaos,religion and live percussion were all instrumental in the
success of this year's Colby Dance
Concert, the strongest and most
innovative in the past four years,
according to choreographer and
dancer Katie Bartlett '93.
Peter Bennet '95 is a Geology
major by day and a first-time choreographer by night. His piece entitled
"Ascentionist
and
Descentionist," which is a play on
the mineralogy lapidifying juice
theory, is described by Hollis
Rendleman '94 as "raw energy."

any major lag time til 4 a.m. or so.
You can tell because the music gets
more mellow then."
Fontana and Ezra Fowler '96
are the masterminds behind "Nocturnal Emission," which runs every Friday from 2 a.m. until 5 a.m.
The show has developed a cult following among Colby's night owls.
The format of the show is officially
alternative music,but Fontanaand
Fowler have carried their mission
further with the addition of special
guests, interviewed almost every
week by Fowler.
Guestshaverangedfrom Deans
Bob McArthur and Janice
Seitzinger to the Colby 8. On one
occasion,the two even held an open
mike night but were reprimanded
by the WMHB executive board, by
whom guests are supposed to be
approved prior to the show.
Fontana and Fowler arrived on
campus as first-years in February
after living together on the Colbyin-London program last semester.
Having a radio show has always
been a fantasy of Fontana's. The
two see their approaches to the
show asvery different. Fowlerfinds
the music. Fontana does most of
the talking.
"I know nothing about music,"

Bennet started with feelings he
wanted tb express and worked together with dancers Marc Herbst
'95 and Emily Dahmen '93and later
Beth Scoville '94 to create different
moods.
"People undertook such risky
ideas," said choreographer and
dancer Sara Regan '93 whose own
piece, a senior scholar project, explored the pleasure of dancing to
the point of exhaustion. "Clean It
Up For Justin!" incorporated percussion by Justin Brown '94, which
helped to blur the division between
rehearsal and performance.
"Still Believing,"choreographed
See DANCERSon page 16.
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Karen Oh '93, station manager,
feels the showisa "good idea."Still,
she questions the two DJs' professionalism and maturity in dealing
with this situation. Fontana and
Fowler have received one official
warning already for saying the
name of a local business over the
air. DJ's on a non-profit station are
not allowed to mention brand
names or the names of corporations
or businesses on the air, according
to FCC law. This is considered "endorsing"the product or business. It
takes only two warning_s to get a DJ
thrown off the air. Fontanadoes not
understand what the big deal is.
"Other people have guests in
the studio all the time," said
Fontana. "If the activity of the request line is any indication, the audience response to the show's format is favorable. In addition to
music and guests, the show is one
of only three shows on WMHB allowed the privilege of taking calls
on the air, according to Hill.
The goal of the two DJs is to
eventually get President Bill Cotter
on the show. Cotter has been,invited but declined an appearance.
Assistant Professor of English Jim
Boylan had agreed to appear but
See WMHB on page 16.

Maine's got lotsa 1 great grub

mmmmmxm

Sara Regan '93.

said Fontana. "It s all Ezra."
"Yeah,if it were up to Paul we'd
be playing three Phish CDs a night
and that would be it," said Fowler.
The executive board at WMHB
wasreticent to comment on the subject of the show's guests. Jonathan
Howe '96, the incoming assistant
station manager,is impressed with
"the energy and ambition the pair
show in getting guests on the show,"
said Howe. However,he is not impressed with the lengths they have
gonetobreaktherules.Thestation's
policy is that unauthorized guests
are strictly forbidden in the studio
for fear of vandalism and theft. All
guests must be pre-registered before a show airs.
"You're really supposed to give
us a schedule," said Jessica Hill '94,
incoming general manager. "That's
why I called him on the open mike
thing,"
"I don't intentionally do it to be
a rebel ... it just sort of happens,"
said Fontana in response to questions on why they refuse to preregister their guests. "We started
by having [McArthur] on and then
[theexec board] didn't seemto mind
when we had Janice Seitzinger on.
So we took that to mean it was OK,
and then we had the Colby 8 on."
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must have taken twenty «hi«k*
ens to provide the ^ga tafr&
meal (hfe -isje* Marshall^pah*
eake$ *otiltf have de«bte4 **
Irisbces.the ham w*» the Size
of a eindei; block*We had our
work^dt out for ns.Now/it is
,o«eithing tn *«rve big potttatMi
md anotherlor themeaitotaste
good, but Maine's offershuge
fotf lam of gwitt gwb.
Mj ixtufd d(oie$ not *toj> with
bwakfa stthough,JSAtwrdaylun"
eheon specials include the hot
bambung diwner whh washed
potatoes ot U ep t>tns vegetable
for$3,28,ii hotopen^flceturkey
sandwich with the same aide
options mentioned Above (m

$a,75* Vot health <.on«.'lo«$ oe,i*

j farew< therei$ j frJerf shrimp and
scallops wllh fixings for $4.93.
MMj uft #lso of (em$ftndwkhe$/
soup*. And ntl)Hon$ ef other
breakfast combinations,, All of
whichare availablefor takeout.
. $o if you have not eaten for
4 couple of tfay$And yew mrily
Want to fiUup fora few ahecldc^
yon can bead to Maine'sand eat^
to yonv hearth ennten,f.P

€$IW %Mtt tvt i Hea? in ZzM tM
COMPILED BY JAMES

KELLEY

Asst. A&E Editor
As the academic year draws
to a close, the Echo has asked a
few faculty and students for their
reflections on the productions of
this past year. All werehappy to
help. Here are their thoughts:
ScottW.Cole'95,Powderand
Wig Publicity
Best Production: Unidentified
Human Remains and the True
Nature of Love
Best Actor: Shawn Campbell
'93; Endgame
Best Actress:DanielleRadford
'95; Cupid and Death
Best Dancer: Dean Robert
McArthur;Cupid and Death
Best One Act: Endgame
Best Set: Museum
Adjunct Assistant Professor
of Performing Arts James
Thurston
Best Production: El Dorado
Best Actor: Brent Felker '96;
Bird Plays and Human Remains
Best Actress:Danielle Radford
'95; Cupid and Death and Hu-

man Remains
Best One Act: The Sure Thing
Best Set: El Dorado
Robert Isaacson '93, Performing Arts Major
Best Production: Museum
Best Actor: Scott W. Cole; Human Remains
Best Actress: Catherine Coyne
'94; A Gesture
Best One Act: A Gesture
Best Set: Museum
Lisa DeHahn '95, Performing
Arts Major
Best Production: Museum
Best Actor: Bob DeVito '95; A
Gesture
BestActress:HeatherBucha'93;
Human Remains
Best One Act: God, the Man Behind the Religion
Best Set: TneItalian Straw Hat
Technical Director, Performing
Arts,John Ervin
Best Production: The Sure Thing
Best Actor: Visiting Adjunct
Assistant Professor of Speech and
Debate David Mills
Best Actress: Danielle Radford
'95; Cupid and Death and Human

Remains.
Best Sound:El Dorado .

BY JOHAN DOWDY
StaffWriter

Polvo Today's Active Lifestyle
(Merge) Polvo maybe the Spanish
word for dust,but this Chapel Hill,
N.C.-area band is neither sedentary nor antique.Pardon the cliche,
but they are nothing to sneeze at.
The second major release from
these dissonant noise-shapers can
overpower the imagination by virtueof its creative contortion of guitar feedback, droning lyrics and
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With the end of the year and
the departure of yet another
4
^^^^p
graduating class,there are also a
few other moments that deserve
Godfather I, Lovejoy 100, 4
mention.
^^^p
Best Studded Bikini: Scott W.
a | |
Cole. "That'll follow
ihim|for|
«April 29,30, May 1, 7 & 9 0
long time," said Thurston.
and May 1at 3, 7 p
p.m.
^^^^p
Best Postshow Music: Spinal
/
Tap, "Stonehenge";Branagh and
p
M> and 9 p.m.
the Kelpie
^^^^
Best Cast Party: Human Remains
Railroad Square Cinema: p
llllllll^ 873-5900
Best Portrayalof a Condom:
W
John Bardzik '95 as Mercury,
"Nature's Condom";Cupid and
^^
Passion
Fish
until
A
ril 29, ^
p
p
Death
^^^^m>
4
§
|§
|§ « 8:20 p.m.
Best Reason to Take Valium:
Coby Reinhardt '95; The Italian
Huck Finn
7:00
Straw Hat
Sand Cinema:7:10
837-1300
|
Best Seizure:Melissa
§
|Crawley
| | | | « Hoyts
'94; Branagh and the Kelpie
FG
4
Best Equipment Failure:
^^^
7:20 4
Shawn Campbell; Endgame
Lot PG
^^^p
Best Leather:Heather Bucha;
Human Remains
Indecent Proposal R
Best Princess Bridelmperson4
^^^
&
ation (Westley): Mark Radcliffe
The Dark Half R 6:50
'93; Italian Straw Hat
J|
^^^^
Best Afterlife: Elysium, CuVW////// ^^^^^
pid and Death.Q
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Ridin g the new music wave
headlong shifts of tempo. A melodic cacophony, an abundance of
rhythmic mayhem arid a knack for
instilling in their songs a sense of
anticipation and unexpectedness
makes this self-styled "southern
punk" band one of the most promising up-and-coming acts around .
Velocity Girl Copacetic (Sub Pop)
In beatnik slang, copacetic meant
that everything was A-OK, cool,
groovy and running smoothly.Five
weeks after release, it has climbed
into the respectable College Music
Journal's top ten. Wafting on layers
of buzzy guitar riffs and clever pop
melodies, Velocity Girl is riding
high on the fashion du jour wave of
grunge-drone outfits. Dubbed by
some as "bubblegrunge," for the
integration of hard guitar
grungyness with pop music sweetness,Velocity Girl is sure to be more
accessible to those who like the
lighter side of aggressive sounds.
Primus Pork Soda (Interscope)
Primus is a band that has as much

i

fun performing as serious musicians as they do being absolutely
ludicrous. As with their previous
three releases, Pork Soda is chock
full of crazed cartoonish situations
and characters: a redneckwho accidentally kills his buddy, the continuing adventures of John the fisherman,a guy who likes to parade in
the nude and a pressman who cannot tell fact from fiction, to name a
few. Not only does Primus' bassist
/ vocalist Les Claypool continually
prove himself to be one of rock's
funkiest bass players,he also seems
able to spin an endless string of
crazy yarns. Guitarist Lary
LaLonde, trained by guitar great
Joe Satriani, and drummer Herb
Alexander round this trio into a
powerful, tight unit. Pork Soda is
funky, funny and wild enough to
burn a hole in your stomach's lining; but it tastes so good you are
bound to keep coming back for
more.Q

CuCture Quotes...

Foss Arts - "I thought it was incredible. I was supposed to be in the
library but I was charmed away by the "Pied Piper"music and ended
up staying there all day." -Michelle Fried u^id 'fe

Colby Dancers - "It was great. A blend of happiness and sadness,
determination, to make a patchwork of color, light, and sound."
-Marc Mirizzi '95
"Tina's last performance was incredible. It made mo want to start
dancing again." -Tonya Boyle '95
Broadway Musical Review - "I thought it was awesome. It was
the best entertainment I've had in a while. Tho people involved
seemed like they were really enjoying what they were doing, so I did
too." -Keenan Gates '95
Spring Ono Acts - 'The third one about the taxi was great. The
acting in it was incredible and the characters were really believable.
Jen was funny as shit in the Morality one." -Lauren Grosskopf '95
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Lorimer Chapel: Spotlight Series Event
\ Prof essor Basset, senior speaker
I Lorimer Chapel, May 6, 11:00 p.m.
\ Paintings by Fabian Cereijido
\ Until June 13 at the Colby Museum
| of Art

| Gra vity:
\ An original play by Greg
| Belanger '93. May 7, 8, 8:00
\ p.m. Strider Theater
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\ Bates College:
\ Senior Thesis Exhibition: Until June
\ 1, Olin Arts Center
:
—
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\
\ Bowdoin College:
\ Museum Pieces XIII, Bowdoin Dance \
| Group, May 7, 12:45 p.m. Walker Art \
\ Building
\
Bangor ^Auditorium:
\
7,
Phish
in
concert,
8:00
p.m.
May
\
\
Ticketsavailable at (207) 775-3331 and
\
\ TicketMaster outlets.
Amnesty International Contra Dance:
\ Saturday, May 29, 8:00, witiT Karl's j
\ Dad Band, Simonton Corner Com- \
\ munity Hall, Rockport, $5.
\

$15,000 Watson Fellowship awarded to Colby students
abroad after graduation and that Georgian politics.
the Fellow cannot be associated
The process that leads to the Watson is a
with any kind of institution or vigorous one. Any Colby student who is
organization for that year, ac- presently a junior can apply to be one of
cording to Maclntyre. The idea Colby's four candidates for next year early
behind the fellowship is to pro- next fall. Applicants must write a personal
vide an opportunity for a col- statement outlining their project proposal
lege graduate to
and why they
spend a year imwant to be conmersed himself
sidered. Then,
in a different culdepending on
*Ifs g*eaHhat8i£i3_
ture or cultures.
the number of
is a fellowship out
There are
applicants,
fifty-twocolleges
th&te like tills fch&t
there will be a
and universities
compr ehenisa^ feAdiliiMiJil.^
that each year
sive interview
nominate four
:
with
up to ten
-A&tewNamksoto*93 faculty
seniors tobe conmemsidered for the
bers from difFellowship with
ferent fields.
sixty-five fellowships being Those chosen to be among the four Colby
granted.Inthetwenty-twoyears nominations enter a field of two-hundred
that Colby has been a part of the and sixteen outstanding candidates from
Watson the-college has never which the sixty-five Watson recipients are
been shut out of the awards, chosen.
according to Maclntyre. Colby,
" It's great that there is a fellowship out
on average, has been granted there like this that isn't traditional." said
two Watson's each year.
Brian O'Halloran '93 and AndrewNemiccolo'93.
Nemiccolo. "It allows students to pursue an
Ptoto *V Ari Druker
Nemiccolo, ah East Asian individual project that otherwise would not
Studies major, will spend next year in Japan. be pursued."
Fellowship, which was established in 1968 He will examine the relationship between
BYADAM MULLER
"I'm very exited to return to Georgia and
and is one of the most unique scholarships theland,art and people along the five Gokido continue
Contributing Writer
my work there/' said CHalloran.
available, according to Jim Maclntyre, asso- roads that lead to Tokyo.
"Hopefully I will be able to share my experiSeniors Andrew Nemiccolo '93 and Brian ciate professor of German and Russian.Each
CHalloran,a Russian studies major, will ences with others so they can benefit as
CHalloran'93areeachrecipientsthe$l5,000 recipient receives a grant of $15,000 to go be in Georgia,a republic of the former Soviet well.'Q
Thomas J. Watson fellowship. Each year toward an individual project with the stipu- Union. He will look at the role of ethnicity in
Colby nominates four seniors for the Watson lation that the Fellow will spend a full year
"""""
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Graber "grabs"j obs
BY ANDREA KRASKER
Editor

Steven Graber '90 wrote the book on how
to get a job.
Graber not only researches and writes
national and local JobBank books, he also
copy edits and is involved in most aspects of
the books' production as an associate editor
at Bob Adams Incorporated in Holbrook,
Mass.
"I love my job," said Graber. "There is a
lot of variety. It's a relatively small publishing company and because it's small there is
a lot of opportunity to learn the various
aspects of publishing. You feel like you have
a strong amount of input and contact with
everybody in management."
At Colby, Graber was a government major and had no idea he would eventually end
up in publishing. He worked for the Morning Sentinelasa sports writer for a while and
for the Echo as a staff writer and as assistant
sports editor his senior year. Graber also set
up the controversial underground I-PIay
league, U-Play.
When he graduated, Graber was unsure
what career path he would follow. "It took
meayearorsoof odd jobs to decide I wanted
to get into publishing," he said.
An internship at a small publishing company in Freeport decided Graber on a career
in publishing. Three months later he saw an

advertisement for an editorial assistant position at Bob Adams; His knowledge of the
JobBank books, which he had used in looking for jobs, and other books the company
publishes, was instrumental in his being
hired.
"[They were] so shocked that I knew
some of the books the company published,"
said Graber.
He went down for an interview and was
hired two days later from a pool of 200
applicants. Now he is responsible for producing thebook which helped him find a job.
"My main job is to put together the job
bank series which includes 20 local job banks
and also the national JobBank which covers
the whole country," said Graber.
The JobBank series has been around since
the early '80s and is annually updated, according to Graber. It includes lists of all the
employers in an area, broken down by field.
The entries include descriptions of the company and the j obs offered , employee benefits, an address and a person to contact.
There are also sections on resume and cover
letter writing.Recently,internships and professional tradeassociations havebeenadded,
according to Graber.
"We'vegottena lotof positivefeedback,"
said Graber.
Seniors looking for jobs may find some
useful suggestions in the JobBank books,
which are not as yet available in the Colby
Bookstore.G

What' s the last thing you would like to
say to Colby before graduati on?
Sue Sarno
"Stop dying the pond . Falseappearances
suck."

Richard Taylor
"Thanks Tullio. Keep up the good
work."

Stephanie Crane
"Br
ing back Woodman's Cave and Vir
gin Vault."

Chris Wilder
"I came, 1 saw, ... I kept the blue light
burning!"
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We thank you for your business
and wish you the best of luck
in the years to come.
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Artsand Entertainment

Things go more than bump in the night on WMHB

The Bad Boysof 'MHB.
BY AMANDA WHITE
Contributing Writer
It is 3 a.m. Most normal people
would be in bed now, but not the
intrep id individuals who have
Friday's early morning radio spot
on WMHB. These folks are just get-

Ecto file p hoto
ting going and it is a crazy scene for
such an hour. The request line is
ringing off the hook and Tullio
Nieman has just left the studio after
being interviewed by Paul Fontana
'96.
"We're night peo-ple, Ezra and
me," said Fontana. "We don't h it

any major lag time til 4 a.m. or so.
You can tell because the music gets
more mellow then."
Fontana and Ezra Fowler '96
are the mastermindsbehind "Nocturnal Emission," which runs every Friday from 2 a.m. until 5 a.m.
The show has developed a cult following among Colby's night owls.
The format of the show is officially
alternativemusic,but Fontana and
Fowler have carried their mission
further with the addition of special
guests, interviewed almost every
week by Fowler.
Guests have ranged from Deans
Bob McArthur and Janice
Seitzinger to the Colby 8. On one
occasion,the two even held an open
mike night but were reprimanded
by the WMHB executive board,by
whom guests are supposed to be
approved prior to the show.
Fontana and Fowler arrived on
campus as first-years in February
after living together on the Colbyin-London program last semester.
Having a radio show has always
been a fantasy of Fontana's. The
two see their approaches to the
showasvery different. Fowlerfinds
the music. Fontana does most of
the talking.
"I know nothing about music,"

said Fontana. "It's all Ezra."
"Yeah, if it were up to Paul we'd
be playing three Phish CDs a night
and that would be it," said Fowler.
The executive board at WMHB
wasreticent to commenton the subject of the show's guests. Jonathan
Howe '96, the incoming assistant
station manager, is impressed with
"the energy and ambition the pair
showin getting guestson the show,"
said Howe. However, he is not impressed with the lengths they have
gone to break the rules. The station's
policy is that unauthorized guests
are strictly forbidden in the studio
for fear of vandalism and theft. All
guests must be pre-registered before a show airs.
'You're really supposed to give
us a schedule," said Jessica Hill '94,
incominggeneral manager. 'That's
why I called him on the open mike
thing,"
"I don't intentionally do it to be
a rebel ... it just sort of happens,"
said Fontana in response to questions on why they refuse to preregister their guests. "We started
by having [McArthur] on and then
[the execboard]didn't seem to mind
when we had Janice Seitzinger on.
So we took that to mean it was OK,
and then we had the Colby 8 on."

Colby Dancers: risky
ideas and movement
BY AMY KL BORRELL
StaffWriter
Chaos,religion and live percussion were all instrumental in the
success of this year's Colby Dance
Concert, the strongest and most
innovative in the past four years,
according to choreographer and
dancer Katie Bartlett '93.
Peter Bennet '95 is a Geology
major by day and a first-time choreographer by night. His piece entitled
"Ascentionist
and
Descentionist," which is a play on
the mineralogy lapidif ying juice
theory, is described b y Hollis
Rendleman '94 as "raw energy."

As we waitedfor our meals,
we wereovercomewith a sense
of yard $aieV"hos.ta.ig_a white
looking at the decor. For
variety's sake, every tablecloth
and chair was of a different
genre. Mime's atm osphere can
aptly be described as relaxed
and domestic—like home*In
facf> we thought we _*aw some
guy wnte m,Wearing only hi$
boxers,with a box of eereal %m*
der his arm.
The food came in about 1.

Bennet started with feelings he
wanted to express and worked together with dancers Marc Herbst
'95 and Emily Dahmen '93and later
Beth Scoville '94 to create different
moods.
People undertook such risky
ideas," said choreographer and
dancer Sara Regan '93 whose own
piece, a senior scholar project, explored the pleasure of dancing to
the point of exhaustion. "Clean It
Up For Justin!" incorporated percussion by Justin Brown '94, which
helped to blur the division between
rehearsal and performance.
"Still Believing,"choreographed
See DANCERSon page 16.

mir *»t*$, the swings w*re

probablythe biggest we have
seen in ail our days as ' restaurant, reviewers. A-Xt/s omelet
Wa$ gigarttie. We fathered it
urnst have taken twentyehiek*
ens to provide the eggs for a*
meal this size. Marshall's pan«<

<.»ke$ tfnuXd have doubled as

m&mv*m®a .m>
izomfAL
MmmAL&

Sara Regan '93.

Karen Oh '93, station manager,
feels the show is a "good idea."Still,
she questions the two DJs' professionalism and maturity in dealing
with this situation. Fontana and
Fowler have received one official
warning already for saying the
name of a local business over the
air. DJ's on a non-profit station are
not allowed to mention brand
names or the names of corporations
or businesses on the air, according
to FCC law. This is considered "endorsing the product or business. It
takes only two warnings to get a DJ
thrown off theair. Fontanadoes not
understand what the big deal is.
"Other people have guests in
the studio all the time," said
Fontana. "If the activity of the request line is any indication, the audience response to the show's format is favorable. In addition to
music and guests, the show is one
of only three shows or. WMHB allowed the privilege of taking calls
on the air, according to Hill.
The goal of the two DJs is to
eventually get President Bill Cotter
on the show. Cotter has been invited but declined an appearance.
Assistant Professor of English Jim
Boylan had agreed to appear but
See WMHB on page 16.
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COMPILED BY JAMES
KELLEY
Asst. A&E Editor
As the academic year draws
to a close, the Echo has asked a
few facultyand students for their
reflections on the productions of
this past year. All were happy to
help. Here are their thoughts:
Scott W. Cole'95,Powder and
Wig Publicity
BestProduction:Unidentified
Human Remains and the True
Nature of Love
Best Actor: Shawn Campbell
'93; Endgame
Best Actress:Danielle Radford
'95; Cupid and Death
Best Dancer: Dean Robert
McArthur; Cupid and Death
Best One Act: Endgame
Best bet: Museum
Adjunct Assistant Professor
of Performing Arts James
Thurston
Best Production: El Dorado
Best Actor: Brent Felker '96;
Bird Plays and Human Remains
Best Actress:DanielleRadford
'95; Cupid and Death and Hu-

Hmv

Jt«
in t)tefo

man Remains
Best One Act: The Sure Thing
Best Set: El Dorado
Robert Isaacson '93, Perf orming Arts Major
Best Production: Museum
Best Actor: Scott W. Cole; Human Remains
Best Actress: Catherine Coyne
'94; A Gesture
Best One Act: A Gesture
Best Set: Museum

Remains Best Sound:El Dorado .
With the end of the year and
the departure of yet another
graduating class,there are also a
few other moments that deserve
mention.
Best Studded Bikini:Scott W.
Cole. "That'll follow him for a
long time," said Thurston.
Best Postshow Music: Spinal
Tap, "Stonehenge";Branagh and
the Kelpie
Best Cast Party: Human Re-

Lisa DeHahn '95, Performing
Arts Major
mains
Best Portrayal of a Condom:
Best .Production: Museum
Best Actor: Bob DeVito '95; A John Bardzik '95 as Mercury,
Gesture
"Nature's Condom";Cupid and
Best Actress:Heather Bucha'93; Death
Best Reason to Take Valium:
Human Remains
Best One Act: God,the Man Be- Coby Reinhardt '95; The Italian
Straw Hat
hind the Religion
BestSeizure:MelissaCrawley
best bet: the Italian Straw tiat
'94; Branagh and the Kelpie
Best Equi pment Failure:
Technical Director, Performing
Arts,John Ervin
Shawn Campbell; Endgame
Best Leather: Heather Bucha;
Best Production:The SureThing
Best Actor: Visiting Adjunct Human Remains
BestPrincess Bride ImpersonAssistant Professor of Speech and
Debate David Mills
ation (Westley): Mark Radcliffe
Best Actress: Danielle Radford '93; Italian Straw Hat
Best Afterlife: Elysium, Cu'95; Cupid and Death and Human
pid and Death.Q

Riding the new -music wave

BY JOHAN DOWDY
StaffWriter

Polvo Today's Active Lifestyle
(Merge) Polvo may be the Spanish
word for dust,but this Chapel Hill,
N.C.-area band is neither sedentary nor antique. Pardon the clichd,
but they are nothing to sneeze at.
The second major release from
these dissonant noise-shapers can
overpower the imagination by virtue of its creative contortion of guitar feedback, droning lyrics and
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headlong shifts of tempo. A melodic cacophony, an abundance of
rhythmic mayhem and a knack for
instilling in their songs a sense of
anticipation and unexpectedness
makes this self-styled "southern
punk" band one of the most promising up-and-coming acts around.
Velocity Girl Copacetic (Sub Pop)
In beatnik slang, copacetic meant
that everything was A-OK, cool,
groovy and running smoothly. Five
weeks after release, it has climbed
into the respectable College Music
Journal's top ten.Wafting on layers
of buzzy guitar riffs and clever pop
melodies, Velocity Girl is riding
high on the fashion du jour wave of
grunge-drone outfits. Dubbed by
some as "bubblegrunge," for the
integration of hard guitar
grungyness with pop music sweetness,Velocity Girl is sure to be more
accessible to those who like the
lighter side of aggressive sounds.
Primus Pork Soda (Interscope)
Primus is a band that has as much

fun performing as serious musicians as they do being absolutely
ludicrous. As with their previous
three releases, Pork Soda is chock
full of crazed cartoonish situations
and characters: a redneck who accidentally kills his buddy, the continuing adventures of John the fisherman,a guy who likes to paradein
the nude and a pressman who cannot tell fact from fiction , to name a
few. Not only does Primus' bassist
/ vocalist Les Claypool continually
prove himself to be one of rock's
funkiest bass players,he also seems
able to spin an endless string of
crazy yarns. Guitarist Lary
LaLonde, trained by guitar great
Joe Satriani, and drummer Herb
Alexander round this trio into a
powerful, tight unit. Pork Soda is
funky, funny and wild enough to
burn a hole in your stomach's lining; but it tastes so good you are
bound to keep coming back for
more.Q
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Godfather
April
I, Lovej oy 100,
^^^^ &
29,30,Square
May 1, 7 & 9
^^^p
and May 1 at 3, 7
^^^^H P-mand 9 p.m.
Cinema:
^^^^^ 873-5900
Railroad
^^^^^
^^^p
Passion Fishuntil April 29,
Hoyts
^^^^^ 8:20 p.m.
^^^^
Cinema: 837-1300
Crush 10:00
^^^^ Huck Finn PG 7:00
^^^^
Sand Lot PG 7:10
^^^^
The
R
^^^^
Indecent Proposal R 7:20
lllllll ^
The Dark Half R 6:50
^^^^.
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I Lorimer Chapel: Spotlight Series Event
I Professor Basset , senior speaker
f Lorimer Chapel, May 6, 11:00 p.m.

4
4
pi

4 Paintings by Fabian Cereijido
4 Until June 13 at the Colby Museum

j
^|
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I
I
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Gra vity:
An original play by Greg
Belanger '93. May 7, 8, 8:00
p.m. Strider Theater

jr
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OFF CAMPUS
I|
Bates College:

|

|
|
f
|

J
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Senior Thesis Exhibition: Until June
|
$ 1, Olin Arts Center

4
4
§

^ Group/May 7, 12:45 p.m. Walker Art
^I Building

§
I

Bangorin
Auditorium:
Phish
concer t, May 7, 8:00 p.m.
^ Tickets available at (207) 775-3331 and
§
I TicketMaster outlets.

p
I
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P
P
Bowdoin
College:
|
CuCture Quotes..* Museum Pieces XIII,Bowdoin Dance p4

Foss Arts - "I thought it was incredible. I was supposed to bein the
library but I was charmed away by the "Pied Piper"music and ended
up staying there all day." -Michelle Friedf^nd '95

Colby Dancers - "It was great. A blend of happiness and sadness,
determination, to make a patchwork of color, light, and sound."
-Marc Mirizz i '95
"Tina'slast performance was incredible. It made me want to start
dancing again." -Tonya Boyle '95
Broadway Musical Review - "I thought it was awesome. It was
the best entertainment I've had in a while. The people involved
seemed like they were really enjoying what they were doing, so I did
too." -Keenan Gates '95
Spring One Acts - "The third one about the taxi was great. The
acting in it was incredible and the characters were really believable.
Jen was funny as shit in the Morality one." -Lauren Grosskopf '95

J| *

Amnesty International Contra Da nce:
|
4 Saturday, May 29, 8:00, with Karl's
4 Dad Band, Simonton Corner Comi munity Hall, Rockport, $5.

Ip

4
|
4
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LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
The Editorial is the official opinion of the paper. The other opinions expressed on this page are not
necessarily the views of The Colby Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate community.
They should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed . Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an address
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must be received by The Colby Echo no laterthan
8 p.m. Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

Ignorance is intolerable
The most recent in & a series of intolerableacts on campus
secured this weekIn thetotmof religious/racist and sexist graf itti
on the wallsof Foss HaJL This type of behavior has no piac*at
Colby.
Attacks an the lifestyles of other students are Immature and
outrageous. It is unacceptable for students to make their peers
afraid and angry by defacing the dorms, our homes, in this
underhanded mannerTheperson orpeople whoareresponsibief orthe grafitH. should
be ashamed not only for vandalisinga dorm and insulting other
stu dents, but for not having the courage to come forwa rd and
openl y voice their opinions.
Foss and Woodman Hall residents, on the otherhand ,should be
proud of themselves for the Way they reacted to the incident.
Students met Tuesday night to discuss how to discuss the incident
withoutarousing anger and def ensivenessin others. Banners were
hung in the Student Center, fliers were circulated throughout
camp us and stu d ents painted red Xs on th eir f aces ia exp ress their
outrage at the incident. This is a productive and effectiveway of
dealing with a disturbing incident! get people's attention and get
people talking wifhoutcreaf ing tttorehostility «1nd hurt around the
issue.

A for effort, F for execution
will be no
allowed

partying,planned or spontaneous,
There
in
the dorms or in any area other than the Dana lawn on the Last Day
of Loudness. Students may register a keg with the Student
Association (Stu-A] to be tapped only in the Siu-A area.If s Stu-A
or nothing.
What about those who liked Last Day of Loudness the way it
was? Many students would rather have a small party with their
friends then attend ahuge beerfest with the rest of campus.
We realize that Safety and Security caru.n l keep trackof a Jorge
number of panties and that they will probablyhave their hands
more than full with the Stu-A bash, b ut ch ances are they wiH h ave
to deal with illegal kegs attd parties. Is it worse to know there is a
large number of legal parties on campus or ta b*vt» to track dawn
an d reprimand illegal partiers?
We also realize S(u-A cannot have its cake and eat it too.
Compromises were made with Security In the name of bringingthe
campus together for one big party, but what about the meal
situation? Students'meal cre dit s ha vebeen taken nwayf or Sa turd ay
night and credited lo thebarbequc in the Stu-A parly area on Dana
lawn.
What is this- Project Last Day of Loudness? It is ridiculous to
force stwdcnls to cat at Ihe Stu-A bash.
Some students may wish to have a chem-free List Day of
Loudness.What events havebeenplanned for them,and must they
(Mt among peop le getting drunk at Ihe barbeque? Jt is not too late
tu plan an event in Ibe Coffee House or by Johnson Pond.
Kudos and thanks lo Iliggins, new Social Chai r Michael T*
Miller '95 and all those who were instrumental In planning this
niegn-bash/eancert. WeappIaudyou fnryourdedtaitmnandeffort
in planning this parly, but even the bestintentions are sometimes
misguided. An all-campus Stu-A event does no! need to preclude
private parties in order to get a good turnout' Allow us lo have our
own parties a,? well and the Result will be enough good cheer al)
around lo make everyone's party a succcsfi.

Letters
Show Dole some R-E-S-P-E-C-T

We were extremely embarrassed last week when we read "Dole: Rep. of Colby?" by Christopher Chamberlain. His word choice was grossly inappropriate and the article had absolutely no intellectual merit. The main
point of Chamberlain's piece was that it was a bad idea to have the Senate Minority Leader, one of the most
powerful politicians in the country and potentially a future president,give this year's commencement speech—
because he doesn't agree with Dole's views on abortion and gun control.
In the article, Chamberlain inferred that all Colby seniors share his dislike of Dole's political agenda,and that
this is a good reason for not asking him to speak at graduation. Both of these points are false, bu t the latter is
especially disturbing. If there is anything we should glean from our Colby education it is the ability to be openminded people who can respect someone's viewpoint, even when it diverges from our own.
Dole may not be as liberal as some would like, but that does not make his presence unworthy. What is
unworthy is a closed-minded view that would seek to limit the opportunities of all seniors. We cannot subject
all speakers at Colby to a political checklist based on some peoples' own agenda.
Colby should be dedicated to the embracing of thought, not the suppression of ideas. If nothing else, Dole can
provoke thought on campus. After all,what other service does a graduation speaker serve than as onelast catalyst
for thought before leaving? Let's show Dole the respect he deserves for taking time out of an extremely busy
schedule to speak to 450 students in a relatively rural part of the country.

Thanks for New Moon Rising

John K. Griffin '95
Brett Santoli '95

We would like to thank the generous members of the faculty and staff who assisted New Moon Rising

fin ancially. As editors, we were heartened by the support of this magazine. We are excited that so many people

felt this magazine is valuable to this campus, and touched that they made such an effort to get this issue printed.
From more than 27 members of the faculty and staff, we received $495 in donations. This response was
overwhelming—more than we had ever dreamed. Thank you all so much!
Hollis Rendleman '94
Shannon Roy '93
Melissa Wilcox '94

Go Mary Low!

I am writing the Echo to congratulate and commend all of the Mary Low Commons Council, but especially Bill
Ch arron , on a most excellent year under their leadership. From Skalloween with Bim Skala Bim, to the Tuesday
Night Music Series, to last weekend's Foss Arts Festival, they have shown themselves to be true leaders and
innovators, giving us more great stuff to do than anyone else on campus.
Although it is rare that any of our students leaders,much less Bill, receives any credit for the hours of work that
they put in every semester for our enjoyment (criticism on the other hand always seems to flow very freely, here at
Colby), he has still managed to muster up the energy to make Mary Low a commons to be reckoned with for years
to come. While all of the credit can hardly be attributed to Bill, it was he who inspired such great work from all on
the council, never accepting anything less than the best.
Hop efull y Bill and the Mary Low Commons Council' example w ill continu e to in spire exciting and innovative
students leadershi p for years to come. I know I won't forget what he has taught me.
Jamie Perlman '93

Top Ten Ways to Relieve Stress During Finals
BY ECHO STAFF

10. Prank call President Cotter and Dean Sietzinger at 3:00 a.m. saying "You did this to me!"
9. Play dot to dot with your freckles (if you don't have freckles, try the stains on yor rug).
8. Pay roller derby in the Street, (use the chairs as bumpers)
7. Highjack the Jitney and pull donuts on the Dana Lawn.
6. Drop all your classes and get drunk.
5. Write all your papers in Symbol font, let your professor stress.
4. Duct take your nei ghbors door shut.
3. Eat!
2. Cut all the power to the Maclab.
1. Sing "Rock Me Amadous" while parading through the dining hall in your undies

.
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COLBY __V to ,Z i_o. 1992 -1993 Final acLvxce
LIFE'S A BEECH
By Hannah Beech

Pierce toasts virgin drinks and the Row
gains a new image.
Questioning social fund spending and a
late tapped keg leads to a reprimand of Scott
Parker. Thanks for leaving us with no funds
as of February. Who cares about the remaining thr ee mon ths, right?
Roaches invade the Roberts' cafeterias.
Hey, they eat them in Thailand. Why don 't
we add them to our menu?
Spa's video games come under attack by
lunchingfaculty members. Sorry, they're here
to stay.
Tenure decisions leave Patrice and Paul
on Mayflower Hill. Congratulations,but th e
process still needs to be re-evaluated.

The events of this year have filled my
column with plenty of issues. From A to Z,
1992-93 campus events have frustrated, excited and touched the Colby campus.
Arts by Foss brought sunshine and music
to the Dana lawn. Congratulations on an
excellent event and here's hoping for more.
Baccalureate leads the '93 mules into the
big wid e world out side th e Colby bubble.
Best of luck to the soon-to-be graduates. .
Chapel Cross debate rages on and on and
on ... Personally, I think we should form
another subcommittee to investigate the
problem.

prejudice on our campus?
Kenney and Koonce leave deep memories with the Colby community. The campus
turned out to remember two extraordinary
professors.
Last Day of Loudness loses spontaneity
with forced f u n by Bill "the party meister"
Higgins.
Millions donated by Alfond to rebuild
fieldhouse. Who said Colby was lacking in
donations?
No more need-blind admissions, but Financial Aid assures us that it has not affected
admissions at all. Right.
Off-campus lottery still leaves some losers. I'm sure the sophomores on temporary
housing will love living in rooming purgatory.

Kansas // You 're looking ai a C\»stl
IM
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Under ground frats. Still hang on despite

D ol e fin a ll y accepts as Graduation
speaker. Thanks for keeping us guessing
until the end , Jeff Baron .
E cho Prints th e truth an d pisses people
off for another year, a p roud tr a dition since
1877.
Fire mania blazes on campus. Flames lit
up the Ficldhuuse, Butler, Dana, Mary Low,
Roberts and Miller. Pass the marshmallows.
Giving equal funds to diverse clubs
caught us once again in the Colby contradiction of trying to be different, but the same.
Haussgate or Hauss Party. Was there a
Hauss Party 2 that led to his dismissal? Inquiring minds want to know.
Iff y Project Inward meant wellbut lacked
on follow through. Why preach to the converted?
Jack-o-lanterns and blackface darken
Colby Halloween. Who said that there is no

the administra tio n s' protests to the contrary.

Vehicle parking is eliminated from May-

flower H ill D ri ve b y a city ordinance. Will
Colby students b e a llowed to pa rk in the

Concourse parking lot or do we cause a disturbance there too?
Winning the Eastern College Athletic
Conference [ECAC] tournament for the third
time in four years, the men's basketball team
enters Colby sports history.
Xenophobia at Colby means foreign accents invade with a Mudd bomb threat.
Yes, we did endorse the losing candidate.
Got a problem with it? Congratulations to
Marinel and Bonnie and good luck for next
year.
Zapping fro m channel to channel, Colby
finally gets cable. I wonder what the g.p.a.
drop has been?Q

BY^MIBABAHU
StaffWriter
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Standing with one foot opt the door,
ready to embark oh post-Colby life,reflection on the ptevioas fonr years is inevitable.
To current f resh men: For th ose of you
on temporary housing lists, there is only
one confirmed way to ensure the possibility of a decent room*Do not settle for the
infamous words,"You are on the list/' Become Paul Johnston's best friend. After
promising him your first-born, send him
letters, post-cards,crayon drawings of you
losing yopr hair. Phone him. a f ew times a
weels, then offer your parents as negotiators*If that does not work,threatento build
a houseboat on Johnson Pond. These are
not exaggerations.They are tried zud true.
Practical problems* If you. find your
dorm insufficiently heated next January,.
do not waste time dealing with the bureaucratichaloneyof Colby administration. Do
not speak to yourH& then Physical Plant,
then Paul Johnson,Youwill find yourself
three weeks later sleeping in hats and mittensbecauseit is still cold enough to hang
meatin the hallways. Come to think of it,
forget the Deanof Studentsoffice entirely*
Go straight lo President Cotter. Get your
parents on the ph one, and then and only
then will they take you seriously.
Alsot Class selection iscruciaL When in
doubt do not seek out your unwelcomingscarce or clueless advisor, it is best to rely
on word of mouth* Speak to people in the
major, ask around about good professors
and do not shy away from tough classes.
This is the meat and p otatoes of your college careers work hard and play hard. Remember the professors here must be devoted: Watervil le is hardly a metropolis.
They deserve recognition* Most importantly, try to take courses with p rofessors
who have superior reputations; Charlie
Bassett, NIkky Singh/ Guilain Denoeux,
David Findlay* Theirs are the classes you
will never forgefTo current sophomores; If possible
spend your entire Junior year abroad* Depending on where yon go, the academic
rigor Will qot measure up to Colby's, but
the sacrifice is worth it* Go with a positive
attitude and remember you get out of it
what you put into it. Slick neither to other
Colby students,nortoAmericanS/ but rather
strive to become immersed in the culture.
the language,the food and the atmosphere.
Von will never look at America or yourself
SeeAD VICE on pag e*6.

What' s the last thin g you would like to say to Colb y before graduation?

Scott Reed
"BagBcaverBrownand come
to the Winslow party."

Lacl Hinman
"I can 't believe it 's not
Bowdoin."
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Steve Holsten
"I love this fucking place
but this p lace keeps fucking
mo."

p hotos by Art Drukcr

Beth Cronin
"Can I get a refund?"

Bill Michels
"Bringora ngcchecseback lo
the Spa."

COMMITEE

continued frompage 1.
concerns,"said Cotter. "We will
want to review what is happening
here with race relations and with
religious understanding."

Administrative
Committee

George Coleman,registrar and
secretary of the Administrative
Committee,reported that this was
a "routineyear"for the committee.
Ninety-five percent of the work
dealt with is individual student
petitions, according to Coleman.
The committee dealt with individual exceptions to rules, made
the calendar for the next school
year and approved new clubs. The
administrative committeeseesstudents who for various reasons feel
that they need an exception to a
rule, such as revoking a pass/fail
after the deadline or seniors who
are in danger of not fulfilling all
requirementsnecessary to graduate.

'There s a lot of panic meetings
at this time of year," said Coleman.

Financial Priori
ties Committee

TheFinanaalPrioritiesCommittee, besides educating faculty and
students on financial issuespertaining to members of the Colby community and discussing the budget
for the upcoming year,choosesone
main issue to be dealt with each
year,according to Arnold Yasinski,
administrative vice president and
head of the committee.
"That is the way the committee
is most effective," said Yasinski.
"We try to identify an issue we can
have some effect on."
The main issue they dealt with
this year concerned health insurance for the faculty. The issue arose
when health care p lans were
switched and prompted the formation of a subcommittee, the Health
Advisory Committee. The College
is taking bids for new companies
over the summerand hopes to wrap
up this issue early in the fall.

Student Affairs DEFACE
Committee
continued frompage 1.

The Student Affairs Committee
had a busy year, according to student Co-Chair Kebba Tolbert '94.
Some of the issues brought up included the question of whether
there should be "official" co-ed
bathrooms.Theissuecameup when
it was questioned whetherthebathrooms in East and West Quad,
which often serve as hallways,
should become co-ed, or whether
the dorms should be separated entirely. Co-ed bathrooms areprohibited by the handbook, but the hall
contracts say that it is permissibleif
a majority votes for it,according to
Tolbert. The committee is dealing
with this conflict and Tolbert is fairly
certain it will come up again next
year. Whetherto allow fireplaces in
rooms was discussed, along with
thesituation of lighting on campus,
hall contracts and the issue of faculty-student relations, which will
be discussed next year, according
to Tolbert.Q

ministration and student leaders
that burying problems under things
like Project Inward and other bureaucracydoesn't work,"saidJamie
late hour at which the call was Perlman '93.
"It makes me hopeful, with the
made. A petition was passed exturnout
we received," said Erica
pressing the students' outrage at
Casano
'96. "There are people
the incident, and students made
banners to be placed in the Student whose awareness is more heightCenter. Residents had a lot to say ened than most and want to deal
with, rather than against, the adon the issue:
ministration."
"It is a good and bad thing it
"I feel threatened as a member
came to a front,"saidJonothan Paris
of
the
Colby community," said
'96. "Colby and other institutions
need to realize that this is an ongo- Schwartz. "I am angry at people
ing problem and they need to do who are trying to sweep this under
something about it before it is too the carpet."
"If you are too timid to speak
late."
out
publicly and make your iden'Tam extremelypissed off about
tity
known,
then you are nothing,"
theinsensitivityoffellowColbystudents," said Will SandaUs '96. "I said Dave Pollet '96. ?
think it's time that the administra- M i i m i i i ' i ' i ni ' i 'Mi i!» ii ii n m m i i n ! !- i mi.mm-rtTfim.nii>
tion realizes that the cosmetic
changessuch as Spotlight Lectures,
Project Inward and the bullshit
g e;
about the chapel doesn't change mM i n m d f m m p ol*
the structure that creates this intol- a?e tend of rHnning ont of \
erance of other people."
' Maybe this will show the ad- i tsme*^
Ure Wat ervttte Police,with
! thefaelpoftheF^deraiBureau
11 ot?nve$tig_;tianr have ^<k^( •
5 j d own every m*|oj . lead/
[ acording to Goodman* If
1 canght. the individualcould
1 i fetce federal cfwrges>bwfc wft I
8 ; »iost IdsdEy be shaj geil with
I making false bomb Sweats*
"Hiere is a wholecatego^r
j I
fedi
j sai reg«k*&>n$ dealing
j ; of
I tfttth caiwpns*8 aad iratrlwI i lions*I can't imagine this go- :
'¦
j
J ing federal, even though the
j W X & hf*?f o&u$ %tif o ih# in>< \
I I v^gatlojj /' jj atd GoodmaiiX}
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sist harassment and to insist that
they be taken seriously.
Brown appeared in front of
Miller library in the newscast. She
spoke about the struggle girls have
with their sense of self as
adolescents. "They begin to get
messages about who they're going
to be in the world, if they're going
to be accepted as women, about
how to feel, what to say, what to
thinkand they start to struggle with
that," she said.
Althoug h Brown was not
particularly nervous about the
interview,shesaid it was strange to
be out in front of the library being
interviewed for the national news.
Faculty friends made faces at her
from where they wereteachingclass
outside and students went by and
waved. "Everyone was sort of part
of it with me," said Brown.Q
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Mr. Colby tells about bis days bere and there
KRISTEN FRENCH
StaffWri ter

Henry "Mr. Colby"Bonsall, the
self-described "oldest man on campus" is 84 years old and has frequented the dininghails for the past
eight years as part of his job which
he describes as "public relations."
Bonsall clearly enjoys the time
he spends at Colby.
" I like to be around younger
people," said Bonsall. "Being
around younger people keeps you
young. You think younger and act
younger. There are a lot of very nice
students here who I have come to
know very well."
Bonsall lives just down the road
from Colby with his wife Dorothy.
'Tvelived in Waterville all my life,"
said Bonsall,who has three daughters and two sons. He has served
two terms as the president of
Maine's stamp collecting society,
the Maine Philatelic Society.
Mayflower Hill was a favorite
spot for Bonsall before Colby was
even built: "I recall as a boy going
up to Mayflower Hill, which was
then called Beefsteak Grove," said
Bonsall.
. "We used to bringup hamburgers and hot dogs and have a cookout on the hill where the chapel is
now today. Before Mayflower Hill
was leveled off to build the college
you could ski down the hill all the

way to the hospital.
Bonsall graduated from Colby
in 1931 as a business administration and economics major.
As a student,he wasinvolved in
several extracurricular activities
and the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity. He played soccer, baseball
and ran for Track and Field.
Bonsall was also active' in debate and public speaking and was
the managerof Powderand Wig for
one year. One fond memory he has
about Colby is being asked by then
President of the College Johnson to
carry the American flag during the
graduation procession.
"Carrying the flag was a great
honor for me," said Bonsall.
After graduating, Bonsall
worked for the Kraft Cheese Company as a wholesale distributor in
Waterville for ten years.
"We drove around in trucks
similar to ice cream trucks and delivered Kraft products to local grocery stores," said Bonsall. However,Kraft dissolved the wholesale
operation because they were not
making any money, according to
Bonsall.
Then Bonsall got a job as a manager at the Canada Dry Bottling
Plant in Winslow. After thathe was
a sales representative for the Cott
Beverage Company and covered
four counties in Maine. Cott was
absorbed later by the Coca-Cola
Company.

--—-- ——
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Henry "Mr. Colby"Bonsa ll

Exam Week Meal Hours
'
May
12 - May 17, 1993

t ^
I

Bonsall also served as the City
Clerk of Waterville for two terms
during the 1960s. Bonsall then was
a manager at Dunkin' Donuts in
Waterville until he got his job at
Colby.
"I came up here to visit one day
and I was asked if I wanted the job,
and I said yes, " said Bonsall. His
job can be called public relations,
according to Bonsall.
His job is composed of many
different aspects. First of all,Bonsall
is a food critic.
He evaluates the food in thedining halls and notifies the chefe if
there is a problem. "I find the food
excellent and I rarely find a problem," said Bonsall.
Bonsall leads the cheering in
the dining halls after Colby wins a
gameand is responsible for the signs
posted in the dining halls. "The
signs are talking pieces," said
Bonsall. "Most students grin when
they read them."
Another aspect of Bonsall's duties includes handing out the fall,
winter and spring athletic schedules and making sure that every
student gets one.
Bonsall plans to stay at Colby
for another few years if all goes
well.
"I've always loved Colby and I
always will," said BonsallO
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Mar y L ow

Johnson/Chapl in

Lovej oy

Closed

7:30-9:45

7:30-11:00

Lun ch

11:00-1:45

11:00-1:45

11:00-5:00

Dinn er

5:00-7:00

5:00-7 :00

5:00-9:00

Breakfast

,

Survival kits will be distributed to students during the dinner meal on May 11.
Exam breaks will be held in each dining hall from Tuesday, May 11 ,
to Sunday, May 16, from 9 p.m. to 10 p.m.
The above stated hours of service include Saturday , May 15, and Sunday , May 16.
Mary Low will close after dinner on Sunday , May 16.
Lovejoy will close after dinner on Monday , May 17/

DANCERS

continued frompage 10.
by Jennifer Bamicle '93,involved
li ght and fluid movement which
had a modern feel to it, but also
hinted of more classic ballet inspirations.
"Thewhole concert had adifferent focus [from previous years],"
said dancer Michelle Liu '95. 'The
idea of improvisation was really
exciting."
"Strange Attractors in Phase
Space," a piece b y Assoc. Prof, of
Performing Arts, Tina Wentzel, exp lored the science of improvisation

and chaos. This piece, which incorporated spontaneous computer music by Hardin Gray '94, wove together several smaller groupings of
steps to create moving pictures of
fluid movement and pattern.
Wentzel also created a haunting
memorium to the lives of Jonas
Rosenthal, Dorothy Koonce and
Edwin Kenney, three former Colby
professors, in her solo performance
"Song."
Dancer Annie Girton '95 was impressed by the creativity and talent
of thenewchoreographers and dancers, like Warren Kelly '93 who made
a dramatic dancing debut in "Nameless." Kevin J. Rideout '95 also de-

COLBY SPECIALS FROM:
WATERVILLE H OUSE OF PIZZA

buted as a choreographer with In
the Dreams of Eve," which explored
the notion of lust in the myth of
creation.
In creating her piece, Bartlett said
she started with different types of
movements, creating certain patterns, then found music. The combination of these elements led her to
note the similarity of her creation to
fantastic kaleidoscope images,hence
the title, "Kaleidoscope." She added
color and the effect became a rushing
exchange.
In all, this year's Dance Concert
was a smashing success, thanks to
the talents of many members of the
Colby community.There was a freshness, an openness to creativity and,
as noted by Karen Floyd '95.d_

WMHB

continued f r ompage 10.

twice failed to show up. This
provided hours of amusing material for Fontana and Fowler on the
air.
"It's so funny," said Hill. "A
little controversy causes so much
popularity... and yet there's so little
controversy." Fontana agrees.
"Yeah, I really wish we could be
more controversial." So does
Fowler.
"I don't think we're controversial," said Folwer. "I'd like to be.
It 's difficult to be controversial at
two in the morning. 'Q

Exhibiting Senior Artists

139 MAIN STREET
WAT ERVILLE , MAINE 04901
TELEPHONE: (207) 873-4300
FREE DELIVERY
NO MINIMUM

2 LARGE CHEESE
PIZZAS $8.99 +tax
2 LARGE PEPPERONI
PIZZAS $10.50 +tax
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From All of Us at
Joseph's:

Congratulations
to the Graduating
Class of 1993!!
Good Luck in the
years to come.

For all returning students , have
a great summer and we'll see
you in the Fall.

lOSEPl T S

*JJCLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS

,, , .
Ma in St., Fairfield
453-9756

IWfflT mTTrfffffF^^

OPEN
Mon. -Thurs. & Sat. 0-5
Frt. 9-8,

continued on p a g eId

<jwite the same way again,
Oo »otrelyon the StudyAbroad
df ftee for direction- Once again
speakta students who ha vefirst*
hand Knowledge. Motivate lo
collectinfotmation on yourown.
Colby has.became lackadaisical
in that department,we all know
too well,
To current; jjtmiorsj Be prepared-Qtaitcesare thesodal life
on the HiUVfj il not be quiteas
novel o? as appealing as it was
when you were a first- or second-year.Returning frora study
abroad, be it a.year©ra.semester
psogsaro*will he very strange.
Allow yourself a grace period
iot adjustment-Use" the Career
Servicesoffice early in the year.
It hasa wonderful wealth of resources and shoald he used to
capa.dly^Unfortunately,,it often
becomesclearin job placement,
it is not what you know that
rnaltexs, it is who you know*
Colbygradua.te_.and trtisteesare
the best bets for job placement
Alsos Beware of the Registrar's
Office.Errors «nd a slow paceto
correct .hem ate not rareFinal wonfe: Beathletic-It is

photo courtesyof Stephanie Richardson
From left to center to left to right to bottom?: EmilyC.
Dahmen, Michael W. Dreeben, William Kauf man, Eric T.
Miles, Karen S. Oh, AmyS.Partridge, Stephanie E.
Richa rdson, KristenB.Suslowicz.

2 LARGE STEAK & CHEESE
SUBS $5.99 +tax
2 LARGE TURKEY
SUBS $5.99 +tax
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Kito prepares at Colby for foreign ministry
cialist positions and secretarial positions, said Kito.
StaffWriter
Kito passed the secretarial and
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmammmmmmmmm
mmmm^^mME-mm-m-m-mamrVma^WimM^^mm
specialist sections of the exam, but
After working for a Japanese she did not pass the general posigovernmentbureau,Junko Kito'95, tions section.This first examination
came to Colby as an exchange stu- determines the employee's future
dent from Tokyo, Japan. She is position. It is very difficult to move
studying English, international re- up to a higher position if the emlations and U.S. Government at ployee has not passed that section
Colby for two years as part of her of the exam, according to Kito. Kito
training for a position in the Minis- has the option of re-taking the exam,
try of Foreign Affairs, a govern- but she is unsure if she will, she
ment division in charge of foreign said.
relations.
Kito's job as a specialist at the
ESL Program Director and As- Foreign Ministry was demanding,
sistant Dean Judy Carl-Hendrick as she was in charge of summarizhas gotten to know Kito through ing meetings, scheduling appointher ESL summer workshop and as ments and occasionally arranging
her academic advisor.AnotherJapa- itineraries for visitors from the
nese diplomat in training will at- United States, such as President
tend Colby next year, said Carl- George Bush, Secretary of State
Hendrick.
James Baker and Senator Jay
"There's a lot to Junko that Rockefeller.
people don't see because she's very
"I like my job because it s very
quiet,"said Carl-Hendrick. "Shehas interesting to meet such important
many hidden talents and has been a people," said Kito.
great addition to the Colby comKito helped plan the welcoming
munity."
of Bush to Japan. Around the time
Before she came to Colby, Kito of Bush's visit, Kito often worked
worked for one and a half years in from 9:30 in the morning to midthe First North American Division ni ht. On other less busy days at
of the Foreign Ministry. Kito had to theg Foreign Ministry she still freundergo an intense examination quently worked until the evening
administered once a year by the hours. In the other divisions the
Foreign Ministry. The exam, which hours are not quite as long, said
is open to anyone who wants to Kito.
take it, is divided into three sec"The United States is much more
tions: general positions which are relaxed,"said Kito. "I think th a t the
for future executive consuls, spe- working conditions are better."

BY KRISTIN FRENCH

p hoto by Ari Druker

Juhko Kito participates in a tea ceremony.
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Discount Beverage and
Redemption Center

Open Sun thru Wed till 9pm,
Thurs till 10pm, Fri and Sat till Midnight
52 Front Street
873-6228
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Nobod y 's Fool

Copies will be available for signing. If you are unable to attend in person ,
you may reserve a copy in advance by calling the store.
j

,

i

"
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" What makes Richard Russo so admirable as a novelist is tha t his natural grace as
a storyteller is matched by his compassion for his characters. " (John Irving)

i
i

»^»

reading from

^m

This very special event is Prof. Russo's first and only reading before his
national tour in June. We are having the books shipped in before general
release to reach us in time for graduation. Nobod y 's Fool is a book
to treasure, give as a gift, and tell your friends about.

Hours: M-T Closed
S *^^
/^.
^
W T h 7 1 1 Pm
[ k 50's \
\/f ^th \
6_8-1:30am
Fri-Sat
1
l/J
LV
Sun

V iooy

Richard Russo

i ^„a,. i

Sunday, May 16th, 7:30 pm

$4.00 Pitchers

\ on\y

Come hear

(Random House, $25),
his just-released, much-awaited, and already highly-acclaimed
third novel (following Mohawk and The Risk Pool.)

750 DraftsNi ght [

T^^^ ^X TVLt^/

Kito s ability to type proved invaluable around the office.
"The older people in my division cannot type, so I had to type for
them," said Kito.
Part of the training in the specialist position involves going
abroad to study a foreign language
for two years. Kito was selected by
the Foreign Ministry to study English in the United States. Shechose
to stud y at Colby becauseone of her
colleagues,Masashi Nakagome '92,
also studied English here.
"[Nakagome] told me that Colby
was isolated and that it was a good
place to learn Eng lish ," said Kito.
Kito applied to Colby and was
accepted as a transfer student. Ten
other colleagues of Kito's are also
stud ying English in the ' United
States at colleges and universities
such as Harvard University, Columbia University, Williams College, Cornell University and
Dartmouth College.
Kito is enjoying her experience
here at Colby. She is a member of
the Chorale, the International Club
and occasionally eats at the Japanese Table. "I think the people here
are very friend ly," said Kito. "The
environment here is very beautiful
and quiet."
If she earns enough credits, Kito
can graduate with her class in 1995.
After graduation, Kito plans to return to Japan and continue working for the Foreign Ministry. ?
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The Iron Horse Bookstore
10 Railroad Square
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The little bookstore that could *
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872-0939
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Remember we buy back books all the time and nobod y pays you more!
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Tufts 12 Colby 7
Baseball (8-14-2)
Colby 20 Bates 4
Colby 11 Bates 3
Babson 9 Colby 8
Colby 12 St. Joe's 3
Bowdoin 14 Colby 9
Colby 1Middlebury 0
Middlebury 4 Colby 3 (8 End of Season
innings)
Trinity 5 Colby 0
Women's Track
Trinity 4 Colby 2
4/ 17 CB.B. meet ®
Wesleyan 4 Colby 1
Colby:
Upcoming games :
Colby 77.5
5/5 vs. Bowdoin
Bowdoin 67
5/ 7 @ Bates
Bates 32.5
(doubleheader)
4/24 Aloha relays at
End of season
Bowdoin
Colby placed 3rd
5/ 1NESCAC
Men's Lacrosse (5-5)
Championships at
Colby 14 Trinity 5
Wesleyan
Wesleyan 13 Colby 5
Conn. College 16 Colby Colby placed 4th
Upcoming meets:
9
Colby 16 Plymouth St. 9 5/8 New England

I Bowdoin
Colby placed 3rd
5/ 1NESCAC
Championships at
Wesleyan
Colby placed 4th
Upcoming meets :

I 5/7-8New

F.r.o-.5_T. __ r__ viei rvn

ID Championships®
Williams
Team leaders:
John Dunbar '95 broke
sch°o1record m 400
TfteIS
, _
Abe Rogers placed
f2™d fa 10'°°° nJeter;
Jeff Harrison 95 placed
second m steeple chase
_ ._
. .
, _
^
™omen * I*?w« (3"6)
- Trinity 14 Colby 3

Div ision ID

Championships®
FitchbureSt
Team Lead ers:
Jay Hartshorn '94 won
1500 meters and 800
meters

Liisi Linask '96 won
j avelin throw
Men's Track
Colby 90 Bowdoin 72
4/24 Aloha relays at
*
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• Brakes
• Exhaust Systems
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.^^a^ l-.^^yaKBJ^ • Maintenance Service
• Oil Changes And More!
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DINE IN SUN-THUR - 10% Student Discount
LARGE Part y &
PURE VEG. OIL
WEEKEND Reservations
y***""^?'S_
Recommended
|
1VI_#_ 1 1
MON-THUR 11:00-9:00
\*£?~
jZt r
FRI & SAT

SUNDAY

11:00-10:00

12:00-8:00

TUES-FRI: 7:30-5:00
SAT: 7:30-12:00 ,

45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
873-1010
j
I Will be closed 5/6-5/13
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Dave's
i^JEfarBerihop^ Y"- :

I
I

fLEGEHDS^^^
•JL . 41 Temple Street
AUTHENTIC HUNAN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

Softball (3-13-1)
Colby 6 UMPI 5
UPI 8 Colby 6
UNE 9 Colby 1
Tufts 10 Colby 0
Gordon 7 Colby 3
Gordon 14 Colby 3
Colby 6 Bowdoin -4
Colby 2 Bowdoin 2
(game called for
darkness)
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We Service Foreign Cars.*.

f

Conn. College 11 . ¦
' 'Colby 3
;"
Tufts 12 Colby 5 *Bowdoin 9 Colby 4
Bates 15 Colby 8
Colby 16 Bridewater St.
4
Colby 13 Plymouth St. 4
Colby 17 Colby-Sawyer
3
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. 877-7644

*(10.00 minimum w/ last delivery 15 minutes til closing)

Downstairs from the Silver Street Tavern

WednesdayiS^Kiitsday::
•22 ozibraf is f $1;50
•2 Tootfers f6^

Live Music:

1Special Student Rates:
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1 -BOSTON - LONDON $425.00 RT ON
|
J VIRGIN ATLANTIC
1 'BOSTON - FRANKFU RT $583.00 RT
§j ON NORTHWEST AIRLINES
•IIP

I 'BOSTON - MADRID $683.00 ON
¦
in
BRITISH AIRWAY (Free stopovers
r
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¦
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•5/7-5/8 Lloyd & Atwater
,
•5/14 - 5/15The Blue Flames
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Bring this ad in and get 10% off on food in tho Safari Bar

Safari Bar 873-2277
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Men s lacrosse drops one to Polar Bears
The Mules didn 't break the .500
mark , hut should he a f orcenext year

Overall, the performance at Brunswick
was not a demonstration of the high-octane
Asst. Sports Editor
offense of which Colby iscapable,butrather
a slower, lethargic game from this talented
The last chapter in the tumultuous team. 'This was not our best game of the
men's lacrosse season was written on year," said Zazzaro. "We did not play very
Monday as the team lost its final game sharp."
to the Polar Bears of Bowdoin College.
Although the Mules end this season at
14-9. The team ends the season at 5-5, the mediocrity line of .500, the promise the
far short of qualifying for the Eastern team holds is frightening. They will lose
College Athletic Conference [ECAC] Tri-Captain Dave McKee '93, the heart of a
tournament in which Bowdoin is sure thin midfielding core that came up big for
to compete.
the White Mules in many games. Returning
The biggest problem for the Mules at the midfield will be Tone,who was specagainst the Polar Bears was obtaining tacular on face-offs, winning well over 50
possession of the ball. The Mules had percent of his chances. Tone will be
difficulty winning face-offs after complimented by the J.S. Express, John
Franchot Tone '95suffered a game-end- Stanley '95 and Jon Smith '96, who gained
ing concussion and Bowdoin was able needed experience during the abbreviated
to determine the flow of the game.
season and will be pivotal for a successful
The first half spelled the team's de- 1994 campaign.
mise as the Polar Bears racked up nuThe squad also returns a whole continmerous early goals, putting the Mules gent on defense and on attack. Bill Bush '94,
in a deep hole. "They exploded in the BrentMcLean'95andMatt "Butski" Hurlbut
first half,"said midfielder Carey Platto '96 return on the offensive end, plus prom'96,"and when we came back we were ising members of the class of 1997. On dealready down too much."
fense, Andy Colligan '94, Andy Vernon '95
The Mules' problems with looseballs and Brett Nardini '96 provide solid protecwere the main factor in the defeat, ac- tion for Alex Talbot '96 and Tom Harrop
cording to Head Coach Dave Zazzaro. '95, who both had fine seasons between the
"They seemedto dominate the ground," pipes.
he said. "They came out fired up and
The weather and adversity were fruskept on scoring."
trating this season. The Mules do have a
Jeff Harris '95 was a standout for the dedicated coach in Zazzaro who will proMuleson offense. He pocketed two goals videthis team some senseof direction,someand consistently played a man to man thing that was very much missing at this
defense that slowed the high-powered time last year. Barring any unforeseeable
Bowdoin midfield."Jeff Harris waspos- malady, this team will be a contender next
sessed," said Zazzaro. "He was in his seasonO
Franchot Tone '95 tangles with the Babson defense
own world. He was possessed."
in Colby's last homegame.

BY JAC COYNE
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WHY OUR STUDENTS SCORE MORE I
At least 3 computer-anal yzed
diagnostic tests , pinpointing
strengths and weaknesses
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Extra help sessions always
with a teacher - not a tape
Teachers expertl y trained by
people - not a tape
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Women's track places
fourth at NESCACs
BY DEREK PLUNKETT
StaffWriter

The women's track team competed last weekend at Wesleyan
College in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
[NESCAC] Championships. Despite missingseveral sick or injured
team members of the team, the
Mules still managed to place fourth
out of the eleven NESCAC teams
competing in the meet.
Michelle Severance '94 was unable to run in the 5000 meter and
the 4 by 800 meter relay. Brook
Lorenzen'95could notthrowin the
hammer event and Karen Russo '95
wasunableto competein thehurdle
events.
Jay Hartshorn '94 picked up the
slack however with an impressive
performance.Shewon both the 1500
and 800 meter events, missing national qualification in the 800 by
only 28tenths of a second.Not only
did she win both events, she also
ran the third leg of the 4 by 800
meter relay, finishing fourth.
Danielle LeGrand '96 threw a
personal best in the discus and
missed the school record by only
two incheswithher throw of 127'6".
Liisi Linask '96 won the javelin
throw with her season best throw

of 113 feet. In the 400 meter race
Candace Killmer '93 finished fifth
with her season best time of 101.60
and Heather Hunt '96 was right
behind finishing sixth.
Both PattyLee '95 and Sue Hale
'96 extended their talents to events
they previously shyed away from.
Lee placed fourth in the long jump
with a leap of 16'3", while Hale
finished fourth in the 10.000 meter
race.
"Both competitors had strong
performances for their first showing in new events,"said Coach Deb
Aitken.
This weekend the team will be
competing in the New England
Division III Championships at Williams College after taking a week
off. "We are going to pull everyone
together this week and hope to finish in the top three this weekend,"
said Aitken.
The N.E. Division Ills will not
be the final meet of the season for
two members of the women'strack
team. Both Severance " and
Hartshorn will be competing in the
NCAA Division HI Championships
on May 26-29 in Berea,Ohio. Severance will be competing in the 3000
and 5000 meter events while
Hartshorn is competing in the 1500
meter and hopes to qualify this
weekend for the 800 as well.Q

when he was at the helm. ¦
Softball suffered a dismal season,but onlygraduates oneplayer
thisyear.Coach LauraHalldorson
and the crux of the team will return next year.
In retrospect, the 1992-93
Colby sports season had its ups
and downs like any other season.
If the record books cannot record
all of the highs, from last minute
wins and individual records, or
the downs of frustrating seasons
and snowed in practices,then the
hearts of the athletes, fans and
coaches will remember them for
years to comeO

SPRING

its last three games. The Mules
should be able to build on those
continuedfrompage 24 wins next year with the return of
scoring tandem Jess Matzkin '94
United States collegiate squash and Rebecca May '95.
spectrum when he advanced to
The final word is still not in on
the third round of the National the baseball team, which finishes
CollegiateSquash Tournamentin its season this weekend against
Annapolis Maryland.
Bates in a contest which will decide
Spring
in which Maine city the CBB crown
Although it looked as if May- will rest.
flower Hill was going to remain
The men's lacrosse team was
frostbitten well through July, the ' stuck at .500 and left in limbo besun finally beganto shine,though tween the fast paced transition
a bit off-schedule, as was the game rookie Coach Dave Zazzaro
spring sports season. Women's preached this year and the slower
lacrosse got off to a slow 0-6 start control game Charlie Corey ran
until it found its niche and won

Colby College
Coaching
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We all play IPlay ... again

Colby students rebutted with
some impressive showings in both
basketball and softball after hearing how the 1-Playorganization was
not demonstrating enough participation earlier in the year: As the
National Basketball Association
[NBA] wound down a great season
with the playoffs, so did Colby's IPlay hoops teams earlier this semester, despite the gutted
fieldhouse.
Postseason play was delayed
because of construction on the
fieldhouse. but both the open and
the residence hall leagues managed
to come up with their respective
champions. The open league finals
hostedtwo talented and determined
court stompers. The Young Bunch
proved victoriousover Nudd Street
Posse. Horace Simpson '93, Sean
Devine '94 and Jim "Z" Zadronzy
'95 of the Young Bunch all played
exceptionally well to defeat their
unforgiving foes from Nudd Street.
Bobb y Ward '93 and Dave
McCarthy '93 carried the Posse to
the finals, but could not cut the
mustard when it came down to the
wire.
In the residence hall league.
Zadronzy came away with a double
title as his Woodman crew crushed
the Frat Row squad from
Drummond. Pete Duback '95,
Meghan Goughan '93 and Pam
Crebase '93 all fought hard in . the
finals, but could not quite pull it
together to defeat Z's talented team.
With the end of a grueling winter and the beginning of a
summerlike spring, the I-Play softball teams have hit the field determined to make the most of our abbreviated spring. The residence hall
league looks good with East Quad,
Woodman, Dana and Foss dominating the diamond. Although the
Chaplin Commonsdorms were not
able to individually form teams,
the commons has decided to field
one big collective team.
The open league has six dedicated squads that have been duelling it out on the Lunder House
field for the coveted I-Play T-shirt.
Whits Warriors, Battlin' Bisons,
Fighting Amish, Own League and
the Hard Guys are all playing impressively, while the Young Bunch
are searchingto add another title to
their growing I-Play trophy case.
The finals will be played on Friday
at 3 and 4 p.m. (M.M.)

Fast Times at
Colby College

Wilson '96 placed fourth in the 100
meter high hurdles and fifth in the
400 meter intermediate hurdles.
Abe Rodgers '95and Jeff Harrison
'95placed second in the 10,000meter
and steeple chase events, respectively.
The Mules were very pleased
with their performance last Saturday and hope to produce similar
results this weekend when they
compete in the New England Division III Championships. 'This was
an exciting showing for us," said
Coach Jim Wescott. "Wecangointo
this weekend confidently now."
(D.P)

Was the trip
even worth it?

The men s tennis team came up
empty at the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
[NESCAC] tournament held at Williams College last weekend after
throttling the University of Southern Maine, Salem State University
and Colby-Sawyer College earlier
in the season. Only the top six
singles and top three doubles players from Colby attended the tournament, but none of those who
made the trip advanced to the finals.
In an extremely competitive
singlesscene,Matt Lapides '94came
closest to a title by making it to B
flights, but lost in a three set match
versus a tough Amherst player.
Matt McGowan '94 made it to C
flights, but lost in a tiebreaker to a
player from Hamilton College.
Hung Bui '94 and Drew Snow '95
succumbed to a Tufts twosome in
straight sets,6-2,6-3. "We were huge
underdogs going into the tournament," said Snow.
The Mules'next opponents will
be Bates College this Thursday at
home. "We're looking for a big win
versus Bates to avenge our showing at NESCACs," said team Captain Jon Yormak '93.
The Mules lost to the Bates Bobcats earlier this season in the Bates
Invitational. "We've been playing
welluntilNESCACs,and [thematch
versus Bates] should be a great time
to pull out a clutch win,"said Snow.
The team's record currently
stands at 3-6, and they are looking
forward to hosting the Maine State
Championships this Friday and
Saturday.
As this season winds down the
Mules look to the future. Yormak is
the only senior they are losing this
year and the Mules are eagerly
awaiting the return of Ed Ramirez
'94 who spent the year away from
Mayflower Hill. A crop of new recruits should also help toughen up
the men's team for seasons to come.
(Y.Y)

Last weekend good weatherand
fast times characterized the men's
track outdoor track and field team
when it traveled to Wesleyan University to compete in the New England . Small College Athletic Conference [NESCAC] Championships.
The Mules captured third place out
of 11 teams behind Williams ColThe Mules hosted a doublelege and Tufts University.
header against Bates College on
Several of the men placed well Tuesday to determine whether the
in their respective events. John CBB crown will go to Lewiston or
Dunbar '95 broke the 400 meter Waterville. The title would eclipse
school record,running it in 49.05.02. what has turned out to be a frustratMatt Morrissey '95 ran his season ing season for the Mules and their
best in tho 100 irictor with a time of 3-13-1 record.
11.15. In tho hurdle events, Ken
First baseman Josettc Huntress

Softball looks
for crowns

'94 was absent for both games last
Saturday against Gordon College
because she was searching for a
crown of her own in the Ms. Northern Maine beauty pageant. Unlike
her teammates, Huntress emerged
victorious.
In the first game,the Mules had
10 hits but left six people stranded
and lost 7-3. Team Captain Karen
Whitcomb '94 liked some of the
meatballs the Gordon pitcher was
serving up, and went three for four,
cranked out two triples and one
RBI.
Gordon held back nothing in a
14-3 second-game rout,and by the
fifth inning the dreaded 10-run
mercy rule put the Mules back on
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the bus.

On Friday, the Mules traveled
to Bowdoin College in a doubleheader matchup to help find the
CBB champ. Each team had 10hits
in the first game, but Colby won
the slugging match, 6-4. Rebecca
Apollon '95 roped a homer in the
second inning to give the White
Mules the first lead.
The second game went 10 innings, but was called for darkness
with the teams tied at two runs.
Meghan O'Neil '96 came out of her
batting slump, hitting two for three
in the first game and two for four in
the second. "Both teams were very
well matched," said Coach Laura
Halldorson.
Thelast game of the season was
played yesterday against the University of Maine at Farmington to
end the rough season.
"In my mind we're better than
our record indicates," said
Halldorson. "We'll still have the
nucleus of our team because we
are only losing one senior. [The
younger players] have a year under their belt which will help in the
future." (Y.Y.)
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now it's easier than ever to get
money for college.
Mo ney for students.
All full-time students can borrow from $2,625 up to $10,000 per year!
• FEDERAL STAFFORD STUDENT LOANS
• NEW FEDERAL STAFFORD STUDENT LOANS -. UNSUBSIDIZED
• SLS LOANS

Mone y for parents.
Parents can now borrow up to the full cost of education.
• MELA LOANS
• PLUS LOANS
v.

All fu ll-time students now eligible.
All full-time students can now quali fy for some aid. But to get all the hel p you
need and can qu al i fy for , you should apply now.

Call toda y .
Call MaincM.diication Services at I-HO0-O22-6:. !.2 or 1 -623-2600
for more information on these new eligi bility rules and app lications
for all the federal and supplemental Maino education loan programs.
We're Maine 's own college loan people — making it even easier for you to uet money for school .
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Baseball given the broom in Connecticut
BY ELLIOTTBARRY
StaffWriter

The Colby baseballteam ran into
a buzz saw,Connecticut style,when
the Mules traveled to Trinity College for a doubleheader on Saturday and to Wesleyan University for
a single game on Sunday. The
Mules' lack of offense made it look
like they forgot to bring their bats
on the road trip. Trinity swept the
doubleheader and Wesleyan made
sure the Mules did not return North
on a winning note.
The TrinityBantams staked itself to a 5-0 lead in the first game on
Saturday,capitalizing on two Colby
errors. The Mules could only muster eight hits against a stingy Trinity pitching staff, while their opponents feasted on White Mule pitching for 15 hits. The absence of leftfielder Mike McElaney '95, who
missed the trip for academic commitments, was felt because his replacements had a hard time filling
the void.
In the second game, the Mules
were shut down by Trinity's number one pitcher. Colby jumped out
to a two run lead, but the Bantams
posted the four runs needed to win
in the fourth. Mike Keller's, '95,

Chris Baynes '93 rounds third.
double was Colby's only extra base
hit, and no player had more than
one hit. The final score was 4-2, as
Trinity got out the brooms and
swept Colby to Wesleyan.
"The whole trip we did not
swing the bats like we are capable,"
said second-year Coach Tom
Dexter.

p hoto by Eric Thoreson

At Wesleyan, the Colby bats
were again silenced. Wesleyan's
number one pitcher outdueled
Colby starter Dave McCarthy '93,
4-1.McCarthywent the distance in
defeat, but did not get the bat support needed to win. Kevin Darling
'93 was a rare offensive bright spot
for the Mules going two for four,

but the rest of the team's hitting
was virtually absent. The loss
dropped Colby's record to 8-14-2,
whileplay-off bound Wesleyanimproved to 18-5.
Despite its last three losses,the
'93 baseball was, in contention almost every game it played, and
throughout the season developed

Women's Lax ends with a bang
returned to Mayflower Hill singing
BY PETER DUBACK
to thetune of a 17-3blowout against
StaffWriter
Colby-Sawyer. Colby salvaged its
dismal 0-6 season with three endComing off back to back wins of-season wins.
against Bridgewater State Univer"In these last three games we
sity and Plymouth State Univer- were really playing together as a
sity,the women'slacorsseteam was team," said Coach Deb Pluck. 'It's
primed for another win when they too bad we did not have the success
traveled to Colby-Sawyer College we've been having lately earlier in
in N.H. last weekend for their last the season."
game of the season.
"The teamhasbeenplaying with
Determined not to end the sea- much more confidence as of late,"
son on a sour note,the White Mules said Pluck. This confidence shone

n^ LIBCE
How YouLike Pizza At Home.

brightly in the Colby-Sawyergame
when 10 different players netted
goals for the Mules.
Leading the way for Colby was
the scoring duo of Rebecca May'95
and Jess Matzkin '94, splitting six
goals between them and making a
beautiful afternoon into a day to be
forgotten for the Colby-Sawyer
goalkeeper. Anne McManus '95
kept herself busy by dishing out
six assists to fuel the Colby scoring
assault.
Strong play by goalkeeper Jen
Pope '96 shut out Colby-Sawyer in
the first half 7-0, and continued in
the second half as Colby went on to
the 14-point victory.
The season ended with dreams
of what could have been. In the last
two games, Colby outscored their
opponents 31-6 and things were
starting to click. 'Tm sad that the
season has to end right now," said
Alice Amstutz '95. "We've had fun
all season,but now we are starting
to win some games as well."

Amstutz, and the rest of the
returning players,will haveto wait
until next year to realize their potential in the postseason spectrum.
Unfortunately, the selection committeefor the Eastern College Athletic Conference [ECAC] Championships does not givebids to teams
that boast 3-6 records, no matter
what type of a streak they are
riding.
Although Pluck will not return
to Colby to lead the team next season,the Mules will be anchored by
a strong group of returnees, including an impressive group of
freshmen. The togetherness the
Mules found in their three game
winning streak should be considered only the tip of the iceberg for
next year's squad.
Our young players are great,"
said Pluck. 'The team has a goalkeeper to build on in Jen Pope '96
and other outstandingyoungplayers as well." ?

a better idea of what it will take to
be successful.
"This team was committed to
baseball," said Dexter. "They have
a great work ethic and worked well
together as a team."
The .500 mark seems to be more
of a reality next season with a good
recruiting class coming in to mesh
with the already established players. But McCarthy, Chris Baynes
'93and Darling, the captains of this
year'steam,havebeenimpact players their whole careers on Mayflower Hill and will be hard to replace.
' We have learned from our mistakes,"said Dexter. "Weknow now
what it will take to win."
The CBB title still hangs in the
balance as Colby goes into the last
week of its season. Bowdoin College played in Waterville on
Wednesday and the Mules travel
to Bates College for a double header
on Friday. The Bowdoin game will
be the last home game for seniors
McCarthy, Baynes, Darling, Jon
Walsh and Bill Hokanson. "I don 't
want the season to end because we
have had so few home games,"said
Baynes. "It seems like the season
went by so fast." ?

McCarthy

continued f r ompage 24.
average for a total of 170 yards. He
also carried the ball 17 times as a
halfback and caught 14 passes as a
receiver.
"He is someone who came to us
with great athletic skills,"said Austin. "He made the transition from
high school to college in terms of
stepping up his level of performance with great effectiveness."
This season McCarthy led the
Mules in receiving for 338 yards
total and two TDs. He led the team
in punt returns as well as taking
care of punting the pigskin away
for Colby.No longer overshadowed
by the offensive backfield of Len
Baker '93and Joh n Bartlett '92 as he
was his junior season, McCarthy
showed his leadership by becoming the team's second leading
rusher with four touchdowns and
4.2averageyards per carry thisyear.
"One thing you can count oci is,
whether it's football or baseball,
when it's game day you know you
are going to get the most out of
him," said Dexter. ?
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BY JAC COYNE

Asst. Snorts Editor
Numbers rarelyportray the accomplishments of an individual,but the 93-12 record
of men's basketball captain Paul Butler
speaks volumes about his selflessness and
dedication. Over his four years as a key
member of the team, Butler was able to
amass 93 wins with just 12 losses, along
with three Eastern College Athletic Conference [ECAC] crowns and one runner up.
In his first three years here, Butler was
the consummate role player, rebounding
for All-AmericansMatt Hancock '90,Kevin
Whitmore '91 and John Daileanes '92.TKis
year, however, Butler adapted his role to
what the team needed, a 'go to' guy who
would not let the team down. As a result,
the team finished this season with a 22-3
record, far exceeding what anyone would
have dared to suggest at the beginning of
the season.

Butler led his team in rebounding with 11
per game while chipping in a healthy 19
points. He garnered himself the New England Small College Athletic Conference
Player of the Year Award, along with AllMaine,All-New England awards,ECAC AllStar kudos and theCBB Player of the Year.In
this season of awards for Butler, he also
received the Most Valuable Player trophy in
the Colby Classic tournament and All-Tournament Team at the Trinty of Texas tournament.
,Butlerproved
Whileexcellingonthecourt
to be the consummate student-athlete, posting a 3.3 grade point average on his way to
earning his B.A. in English.In recognitionfor
this level of excellence, Butler hauled yet
another award last week at the 'C club banquet, earning the prestigious Donald Lake
award for the most outstanding student athlete.
Even in the face of all the awards, Butler
is quick to share the limelight in his success.
"[My awards] are a tribute to what our team
was able to accomplish,"said Butler. "It was
a tribute to our ability to accomplish something that was not expected of us."
The highlight of this last season for Butler
was the dramatic come-from-behind victory
at Williams College to capture the ECAC
title. Butler was key, as he was all season, in
opening up the inside game for the Mules,
allowing gunners Greg Walsh '95 and Matt
Gaudet '95to find the range. "I liked cutting
down the net in front of 2,000 William-ites,"
said Butler.
The Butler legacy most likely to remain at
Colby is his work ethic and his ability to do
that which needs to be accomplished. His
playwill provide examples for up and coming big men such as Dave Stephens '96 and
Craig Murray '96.
"I wanted to show that nothing is handed
to you," said Butler. "You've got to go out
and do what needs to be done."Q
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as well.
"Heather is always doing extra stuff ,
like working out ," said sop homore
trackster Beth Timm. "She is never satisfied with her personal best because she
knows she can always do better. She is also
always very supportive and helped make
everyone feel welcome on the team."
When Hews decides she wants to do
something, she does it and does it well. In
an unprecedentedattempt to make the varsity cross-country team as a senior, she not
only made the competitive squad but becameoneoftheteam'sleaders.Whatmakes
this feat so incredible is that four previous
letter-winners on the team were cut while
Hews was able to step in out of the blueand
be named the Mules' Most Improved Runner.
"She worked out all summer to make
the team,"said Aitken, "and she improved
photo oy YuhgoYamaguchi with every race she ran."
Her extraordinaryfeatsdid not end with
Heather Hews '93.
cross-country. In the winter indoor season
the 5'2"over-achiever set her sights on the
BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
pentathlon. Although the high-jump,
Sports Editor
hurdles and long jump are traditionally
eventsfor taller athletes,Hewsconsistently
Heather Hews is the only athlete in our placed in the scoring for Colby. In the New
senior tribute who isnot captain of her sports. England Division III Championships she
Regardless, she remains one of the most in- not only placed, but improved her perspiring competitors on the cross-country, sonal best score by over 300 points.
indoor and outdoor track teams.
Successin the five-event pentathlon was
Hews waselectedcaptain for the outdoor not enough for Hews, who also proved
track team her junior season, but had to herself in the 55 meters and the 800 meters
relinquish her position when she decided to at the N.E. Division Ills. "She is truly one of
go abroad . When she returned to Waterville the most versatile athletes on our team,"
this year she met a younger team and some said Aitken. "She is a natural competitor."
unfamiliar faces, and as a result was not
On the outdoor scene Hews again went
elected captain again.
forthe 400meterhurdlesandhasimproved
"She is truly a leader in my mind," said her time every single race, according to
Coach Deb Aitken. "She has taken on a lead- Aitken. Last weekend at the New England
ership role without having the official title of Small College Athletic Conference
captain, and is always there for anybody on [NESCAC] Championships at Wesleyan
the team. She is our unsung hero who works University she ran her personal best time in
her tail off. She doesn't always get all the the event which should give her a good
recognition she deserves, but at the same seed in the event next week at the New
time she is always in the scoring for us."
England Division III meet.Q
Hews earned respect from her teammates
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Women's Lax
wins its last
three games.
See page 22.
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BY CHRIS DAVENPORT

AND JAC COYNE
..
Sports Editor and Asst. Sports Editor
It has been eight months since some rapscallion torched Wadsworth gymnasium in
August. Though all the construction workers
still have not put the shell back on the new
athletic complex,it promises to be one of the
greatest fieldhouses in the New England
Small College Athletic Conference [NESCAC]
once they do. Thanks for the improved athletic facility go mainly to the helping wallet of
Harold Alfond and his $3 million gift. Much
work remains to be done, but the two story
glassed in exercise center,complete with sky
light ceilings, should be finished bylate next
(cW

The fieldhouse construction teams and
their project held much of the spotli ght
throughout the year. Colby's many varsity
and .club sports deserve much of the attention usurped by the fieldhouse fiasco. The
accomplishments of many individual athletes, along with united team efforts, provided Mayflower Hill with such a successful

year that it deserves to be recounted.
Fall
The fall season greeted the football team
with the loss of-the best running back in
NESCAC, Len Baker '93, with a knee injury,
and the loss of first string quarterback Bob
Ward '93 to personal conflicts. Despite these
setbacks, the team persevered to post a 5-3
record and win a fifth straight CBB crown.
An impressive 26-18 win in Colby and
Bowdoin's100th game provided a fitting end
to great year. Captains Greg Suffredini '93
and Eric DeCosta '93, along with the rest of
-the senior players,will leave Waterville with
the first collective winning record since 1962.
This was also the first year a White Mule
football team was able to* put together backto-back winning seasons since 1959 and 1960.
The men's and women's soccer teams
strived in seasons that were billed as rebuilding years from the beginning. The men's
squad, led by Captain Rod Corey '93, ended
their season at 11-4-1 with a berth in the
Eastern College Athletic Conference [ECAC]
tournament, in which they proceeded to the
semi-finals.
Although the women'steam did not make
an appearance in post-season action, it made

history by setting the single season win total
record at nine. Captains Katy Donovan '93
and Pam Crebase '93brought along a class of
12 freshman that will be at the core of teams
to come.
The women's rugby club not only went
through their fall season undefeated,but also
unscored upon. The lady ruggers outscored
their opponents 203-0,and were namedNew
England Division II champions.
Volleybal, in only its second season as a
varsity sport, went 22-6 under Coach Sheila
Cain.
On an individual basis, Abe Rogers '95
laced
ninth in the junior division of the
p
World Triathalon Championships in Huntsville, Ontario in September. Rogers is planning to turn pro in 1994 and hopes to be
sponsored by then.
Winter

With the winter season came the third
ECAC title in four years for Captain Paul
Butler '93 and the men's basketball team, as
well as a 21-3 overall record. Coach Dick
Whitmore led his troops to an amazing comefrom-behind victory over Williams College
at Williamstown in the finals,amid the "Blizzard bf the Century." The victory was based

largely on the heroics of Greg Walsh '95 and
freshman sensation Dave Stephens. Butler
won the ECAC tournament MVP award and
was named NESCAC player of the year as
well.

Although the women's team wasnot able
to make it to the ECAC tournament, it was
crowned with its third straight CBB title and
ended with a respectable . 13-9 record. The
Mules will miss the dominant inside play of
Beth Montgomery '93, who with her 1,000th
point became the seventh woman in Colby
history to pass the millenium mark.
The winter season also blew in a new
hockey coach, in the form of one enthusiastic
Scott Borek, to fill the dusty shoes of Charlie
Corey. Borek had tough beginning, ending
his rookie season at 6-17-1.The Mules should
be able to improve that record next season,
now that defender Stuart Whales '96 has his
first collegiate year under his belt, and Captains Keith Gleason '94 (last year's leading
scorer), Alex Mood y '94 (goalie) and Brian
Fompeo '95 (defense) are all returning to the
ice.
Men's Squash Captain Pete Caruso '93
became one of the top 35players in the entire
See SPRINGon page 19

Four of McCarthy's best years Team is everything for Donovan

Dave McCarthy '93.

BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
Sports Editor

At5" 9"and 175 pounds,DaveMcCarthy
is not thebiggest man to step onto Seaverns
Field with a football helmet, nor is he the
tallest pitcher to throw strikes from Colby's
Coombs Field, but he is one of the best
senior class athletes, if not one of Mayflower Hill's all-time greatest.
When McCarthy was a sophomore he
came to football preseason in poorer shape
than he should have been for Coach Tom
Austin's late-summer practices. He fell
behind and was irritated with himself. As
all great athletes do, he used his frustration
to push himself to work harder. His inspiration has affected his teammates as well.

"He was so angry with himself,he started
to heighten his awareness of staying in
shape,"said Austin. "He leads by example."
"His play inspires others to raise their
level of competitiveness," said Head Baseball Coach Tom Dexter. "He has high goals
and great expectations of himself and does
everything in his power to obtain what he
needs to accomplish."
If McCarthy's goals as a freshman were
to captain baseball and be the franchise player
of the football team, those goals have been
achieved.
"I had a sense of [his talent] from the
start,"said Dexter. "Each game he got better
and better; now it is at the point where he has
become one of the toughest pitchers in New
England."
McCarthy cracked the starting pitching
rotation as a sophomore and has been the
Mule's number one thrower for two years
running. This year he has gelled for his best
season ever with a 2.42 ERA from the mound
and a .380 batting average. He also has been
nominated for the Eastern College Athletic
Conference [ECACJ All-Star Team and the
All New England Regional Team.
McCarthy hasbeenliterallytheallaround
player ii. football. He has punted , received
punts, returned kickoffs, played receiver,
halfback and even back-up quarterback for
the Mules. In short, he has done everything
but mow the grass on the field.
"His involvement in so many areas of the
game probably more than anything else denotes his contributions to the team," said
Austin.
As a sophomore, his first year on the
varsity team, McCarthy led the Mules in
punt returns for 116 yards and one touchdown, and kickoff returns with a 21.3 yard
.ee McCARTIIYon page 22

England teams at the end of the season.
These awards are true testament to
Donovan's dominating play, though she
did not have unbelievable numbers, with
ju st two goals and four assists.
"Her primary function was not a goal
scorer,"said Head Coach Carol Anne Beach.
"Shewasa dominant player who controlled
the field for us." Control the field she did,
rendering opposing midfielders useless
against her rare combination of power and
finesse.
Perhaps the biggest challenge facing
Donovan, along with her Co-Captain
Crebase, was the development of the 12
freshman who were integral parts of tnis
extremely young team. A key to her success
was her ability to lead the team when
needed, while maintaining a fun atmosphere on the field . "I realized that the team
was made up of everybod y, not just the 11
pltota by Yuligo Yamagucm players on the field," said Donovan.
Katy Donovan '93.
Although Donovan was the heart and
soul of the team on the field, she enjoyed
BY JAC COYNE
the way in which the team gelled as a unit,
Asst. Sports Editor
"lt was great the amount of cqmraderie
between the girls," said Donovan. "I think
Arguably the hardest achievement for an the freshmen were as comfortable as the
athlete is to maintain a consistent level of captains."
excellenceon a teamthatconsistentlyachieves
When she arrived on Mayflower Hill,
.500 seasons. For Katy Donovan, this has Donovan was not pleased with the direcbeen the case during her four years as the tion of the soccer program, but she persestarting midfielder for the Colby women's vered, and emerged as not only one of the
soccer team.
most respected athletes at Colby, but in
As ' a reward for her dedication to the New England as well.
game and her teammates, she, along with
Not surprisingly, Donovan's fondest
Pam Crebase '93, captained this year's team memory at Colby was helping a teammate
that set the single season record for total wins of hers succeed. She fed her co-captain ,
with a 9-5record. At the end of thescason, the Crebase, with a pretty pass for a goal in her
team was on the bubble for a possible berth in last home game of her illustrious career. It
the Eastern College Athletic Conference was a nice ending.
[ECACJ's.Although the team did not qualify,
"It was just, like, a great finale," said
it was still very much a successful season.
Donovan .Q
Donovan was elected to two All-New

